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AIR PROVING GROUND 0CWWMmD
EGLIN FIELD, FLORIrA 31 October 19 46

P1OJECr NO. 1-116-7

O0MPARATIVE MT OF THE EFFECTIVENFISS OF LARGE BOMBS AGAINST
MlINFORCED CONCRETE STXJCUJRES (NLGLO-. Q2RICA BOMB TESTS-

PBOJECT XJBY)

1. Inclosed is copy of Final Report of Air Provirig Ground Command,
Eglin Field, Florida, subject as above.

2. This project was initiated at the request of Headquarters AAF
by letter to Commanding General, AAF Center, Orlando, Florida, subject:
Anglo-•.merlcan Bomb Tests, dated 3 January 19)4.

3. Object: To compare the performance of large British and

American bombs when used against massive reinforced concrete targets.

4. Pwu/,ose of equipment tested: The bombs tested are designed
to penetrate and destroy resistant targets when dropoed from high
altitudes. Bomb sizes ranging from 2000-lb. SAP and AP to 22,000-lb.
GP and SAP were used, as wel, as the 4500-lb. concrete piercing rocket
assisted Disney Bomb and a 1650-lb. scale model of a 12,000 lb-
concrete piercing rocket assisted bomb.

5- Description: This was a joint Anglo-American bombing project
carried out against the reinforced concrete submarine assembly plant at
Farge, Germany, and the U-Boat Shelter at Heligoland4 Inert loaded
bombs were dropped. at Farge to determine penetration and case strength
of the various bombs and suitability of the fuzes and adapter boosters
employed in these bombs. The drops at Heligoland were with explosive
fillers of various types to determine their sensitivity to impact.

6. Conclusions:

a. Not any of the bombs tested are suitable for use against
massive reinforced concrete.

b. The 22,000-lb. SAP Amazon bomb (T2S) and the 4500-lb. CP/RA
Disney Bomb produced the greatest penetration of the bombs tested, but
case strength needs to be increased to withstand break-up on secondary
impact after perforating a reinforced concrete roof which substantially
reduces the bomb t s velocity.

c. The rocket assist on the 4500-lb. CP/RA Disney bomb is not
reliable in functioning.
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d. All of the explosive fillers tested (see Inclosure 12 of
subject report) are sufficiently insensitive to withstand high altitude
impact against reinforced concrete.

a. The D-9 Shackle is suitable for use with the 22,000-lb.
Grand Slam bomb but is unsuitable for use with the 22,000-lb. SAP
Amason bomb.

7. Recommendat ions:

&. Action be taken to design, manufacture, and test against a
resistant target such as Farge, a bomb with smaller diameter, more
pointed nose, and greater case strength than the 22,000-lb. SAP Amazon
bomb, but with weight of explosive charge not materially reduced.

b. Consideration be given to a meanis of increasing case
strength other than by increasing weight and thickness of bomb body.

c. Improvement in the reliability of functioning of rocket
motors be effected, and provision be made for use of rocket assist
on bombs designed as above.

d. The explosive filler with the greatest explosive power,
selected from one of the types teste4, be used in concrete piercing
bombs. For a list of the fillers tested sea Inclosure 12 of subject
report .

e. A shackle be developed for large bombs which will function
astisfactorily regardless of bomb weight, and angle of suspension of
the shackle.

S. This test wes carried out only under tei~erate climatic
conlitions.

9. Inclosures:

Inclosure 1 - Test Directive
Inclosure 2 - Final Report (1-4l6-7) -

IWI liic' scctoin X CARL A. B4.46iT,
t,"ý: OýAI Section Brigadier General, U.S.A.,
.3,I.4,rP.•111. al Commanding
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h-Atky. Ltr. Hq. AAF

.1 January 1946
HEADQUARTERS, ARMY AIR FORCES

WASHINGTON

3 JAN 1946

AFREP

SUBJECT% Anglo-American Bomb Tests

TOt Commanding General, Army Air Forces Center, Orlando, Florida

l. It is desired that the Army Air Forces Center organize,
monitor, and assume operational responsibility for the entire Army Air
Forces' phase of the subject tests.

2. At the present time, three B-29 aircraft, with flight and
maintenance crews, have been allocated to this project, These
aircraft are now undergoing winterization at San Antonio, Texas, and
will be available for movement to the United Kingdon by the first of
February. Four (4) additional B-17 aircraft, with flight and main-
tenance crews, will be required for completion of this project. Due
to the complete lack of maintenance facilities in the United Kingdom,
sufficient supplies and equipment aust accompany the flight echelon
for it to be entirely selfeustaining for a period of six mor.%hs.
While the B-17's and B-29's will be-able to carry much of the equip-
ment, personnel and supplies, it will be necessary to utilise Air
Transport Command facilities to transport the remainder.

3. A project officer to direct this operation in the United
Kingdom Vill be required. Lt. Colonel D. G. Haves of your command is
recommended for this purpose. Flight crmw of these aircraft must be
of superior caliber.

4. It is imperative that this project proceed with the least
practicable delay. Air lift for supplies and necessary equipment will
be provided by the Air Transport Comand. Your comnd is authorised
to camunicate direct with continental comands in obtaining necessary
personnel and equipment for this project.

5. This project is assigned an A-1 priority.

BY COAWD OF GENEAL ARNOLD:

C 0 P Y /a/C. C. Chauncey

Inclosure 1, Page 1 3 C. C. CHAUNCI
Major General, U. S. Army

Deputy Chief of Air Staff

V- 68310
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THE ARMY AIR FORCES BOARD
ARMY AIR FORCES PROVING GROUND COMMAD

ORLANDO, FLORIDA G~ zepF

23 May 1946

Armament Branch

SUBJECT: Anglo-American Bomb Toots (Project ORuby")

TO: Conmanding Officer, AAF Proving Ground,
Eglin Field, Florida
Attn: Proof Division

1. The AAF Board activated project No. M-4885 this date. The
following information is relative to the project:

a. Title: "A Comparative Test of the Effectiveness of Large
Bombs against Reinforced Concrete Structures."

b. Authority: President, AAF Board.

c. Priority: 1A.

d. Classification: Confidential. )
e. Project Officer: Colonel G. L, Robinson, phone 1310.

2. The test program will be that prepared by representatives of
the United States and Great Britain for the Anglo-American Large Bomb
Project now in progress in England, with any amesdments thereto approved
by the Military Attache, London, England, and the Commnding General,
USAFE.

3. The tests will be conducted by Proving Ground personnel with
equipment, detailed to the "Ruby" detachment, Marham, &igland, and organ-
ized under authority of letter directive, Headquarters, AAF, dated
3 January 1945, subject: Anglo-American Bomb Tests.

4. All previous arrangements relative to jurisdiction, weekly
reports, and general operation of subject tests remain unchanged.

5. It is desired that the final report be sub.tted to the AAF
Board for concurrence prior to publication.

FOR THE PRESIDmTa

C O P Y /s/ 1m. W. Momyer

Inclosure 1, Page 2 4 WM. W. MOMY-

Colonel, Air Corps
C 9I L Executive
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AIR PROVING GROUND COMMAND
EGLIN FIELD, FBORIIA

FINAL REPORT

ON

CO ARATIVE TEST OF THE EFFECTIVEESS OF LAME BOMBS AGAINST
REINFORCED CONCRETE STIUCTURES ( CANIO-AHERICAN BOMB TESTS -PIK•JECT "UHJBXII)

PRQIECT No. 1-46.-7

Inclosure 2 5
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1. OBJECT:

To compare the performance of 1'ritish and American bombs of
standard and soecial design when used arainst reinforces concrete
targets. Particular attention will be given to the following:

a. Penetration.

b. Strength of cases,

c. Insensitivity of exploder system.

d. Reliabilitv of pistols and fuzes.

e. Insensitivit' of main fillings.

2. INTPODUCTION:

a. The end of World War II left both the AAF and the RAP
with many unanswered questions concerning the effectiveness of bombs
against reinforced concrete structures. One problem was to find out
why heavy bombs developed toward the end of the war (the British
12,000-lb. Tall Boy and 22,000-lb. Grand Slam and the American counter-
parts, the 12,000-lb T10 and 22,000-lb. Tl4) failed to penetrate
thick concrete in the manner predicted by formulae. This was thought
to be the result of breaking up of the case on impact, or else because
the sensitivity of the explosive filling or exploder system was such
that the bomb exploded on impact prior to fuze action,

b. Running parallel with the development of large bombs was
a project for obtaining high striking vclocities by means of a rocket
assisted 4,500-lb. Pritish bomb called the Disney. For technical
reasons this bomb could be carried only on B-17 aircraft, and was used
by the Eighth Air Porce towards the end of the war. In strikine concrete
the same dipficulties were encountered as with the Tall Boy and Grand
Slam. Both the PAF and the AAF, therefore, were interested in the
problem of bomb versus concrete. Post war tests were initiated by the
RAF to answer some of these questions. As early as June 1945, the
concrete V-weapon structure at Watten was used as a target (Trials I,
IT, and IV, see Inclosure 2), but it was too small a target for com-
prehensive tests. Later the more heavily reinforced and larger Subma-
rine Assembly Plant at Farge, Germany, became available, but as this
was located in the American Enclave, the nritish had to seek American
cooperation to use it. Trial VII was completed and Trial IV repeated
in Aurust 19145 using the Farge target. In Trial IV, the British
2,000-lb. AP bomb was used.

6
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a. Up to this point, merican participation had consisted of
B-17 aircraft of the 40th CoA)at Wing dropping the Disney boabs for
the British. Then, because of the rapid retrencloant of organisations
qnd elimination of bases in the UK after termination of bhe war in
1krcpa, directives were issued by USAFE for the assigninmt of three
B-17 airplanes complete with crews to RAF Station, Mildenhall, Nngland,
which was to be the base of operations for this toit. A joint RAFP-AAF
program for bombing the Farge and Heligoland ta-?gets was drafted.
This program incladed the following American bombst 2,000-lb. SAP
(M103), fabricated Tall Boys (TO) and fabricated Grand Slams (T14).
British bombs to be tested includedt caut Tall Boys, Disneys, and a
1,650-lb. model of a 12,000-lb. concrete penetrating rocket assisted
bomb (an enlarged version of a Disney).

d. Because ef lack of aaintenance personnel, inadequate
supply channels, inexperience of beabing teams and vagaries of the
weather, the 8-17 aircraft at Mildenhall were unable to accomplish any
missions. It was then decided that, to expedite the test, a self-
sustaining detachment of highly skilled air crews, maintenance,
supply, tchrical and administrative personnel would be assembled in the
United States, urnished with three B-29 aircraft and four D-17 aircraft,

and flown to Ingland. This *arked the beginning of Project 'Ruby".
This contingent arrived at RAF Station, Marham, its base of operations,
on 15 March 19" and bombing operations cmenced on 25 March. Mean-
while, the three &-17 aircraft and creow at Mildenhall had been moved to
Marham to be added to Projeot "Ruby*. As the test progressed, the
program was enlarged to include the newly developed American 22,000-1b.
SAP (T2#) bombs, called the Amason. The program, as finally revised,
included Trials I through XXII, three of which had already been
accomplished, (Trials II, IV and VII), and two of which were subse-
queantly cancelled (Trials III and VIII). This left eight Trials to be
accomplished at Farge (Trial VI,II,X,XXI,,III XVIII, XIX, and XXI) for
the purpose of determining penetration, case strength, reliability of
fuses, and insensitivity of eaploder systemand nine •rials to be
accomplished at Heligoland (Trials I, V, XIII, XIV, XV, XVI, XVII,
and 1I, for the purpose of determining insensitivity of various
explosive fillers, and Trial XXII to determine tho performance of the
2000-lb. SAP HN bomb dropped with 0.10 second delay fuses)*

e. The Submarine Assembly Plant at Fargo makes an ideal
target for penetration and case strengh tests of inert loaded bombs,
being sufficiently large (1400' x 310') and sufficiently thick (14i-9.
to 231-0N), and presenting several different t)Ves of roof reinforcing
(See Inolosure Mo. 4). However, its location close to the village of
Fargeo with houses within the 500 yard danger area and an electric
power plant just outside this area, makes it impractical for use with
H1 bombs. For this reason, all sensitivity ttiials %ore conducted
against the U-Beat Shelter on the uninhabited island of Heligoland

7



0
in the North Sea. The roof of this target is tsn feet thick, the
shelter beihg 50 feet in length, and 310 feet wide (see Inclosure 10).

3 CONCLUSIONS:

a. Penetration.

(1) Not any of the bombs tested are eapable of perforating
the 23 foet thickness of the Fargo roof.

(2) The 22,000-Tb. Amason bomb, with a striking velocity
of 300 feet per second, will perforate the 14'-94
thickness of the Farge roof, and can be expected to
perforate up to 15'-l0" of reinforced concreto at this
striking velocity.

(3) The rocket assisted 4500-lb. Disney bomb, with a
striking velocity of 1450 feet per second, will
perforate the 140-9" Farge roof, and can be expected
to perforate up to 16'-4" of reinforced eoncrete at
this striking velocity.

(4) The 4500-lb. Dianey bomb without rocket assist, with a
striking velocity of 1150 feet per second,, Aill sab
the underside of the 14'-90 Farge roof, will perforate
the 10 foot thick roof of the Heligeland target, and
can be expected to perforate up to 121-•0" of reinforesed
concrete at this striking velocity.

(5) The American 22,000-lb. fabrinated drand Slam (T14)
bamb will penetrate 70-8' into reiniereed concrete at
1150 feet per second striking velocity, * .- 28 at 650
feet per second, and 49-70 at 620 feot per second
striking velocity.

(6) The American 12,000-lb. fabrieated Tall Boy (T10)
bomb will penetrate 5'-80 into reinferced eoenrete at
850 feet per seond, and 30-50 at 620 feet per second
striking velocity*

(7) The British 312000-lb, east Tall Boy will penetrate
5'-7' into reinforeed concrete at a striking velocity
of 1150 feet per soeeond, 31-90 at $50 feet pr second,
and 3'-00 at 620 feet per second

(8) The British 2000-lb. AP bomb, with a striking velocity
of 150 feet per seeend, wdll penetrate 6'-0* into
reinforced conarete.

8
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(9) The inert loaded 2C00-lb. SAP (N103) bomb, with a
striking velocity of 1030 to 3.100 feet per second, will
penetrate only 39-l1 into reinforced concrete.

(10) The Picratol filled 2000-lb. SAP (K103) bomb, fuzed
for 0.10 second delay, and dropped from 20,000 feet.
wrill scab the underside of the ten foot thick Haligole•d
roof. The bomb will blow through lesser thicknesses of
ooLcrete, such au the roof overhaag& averaging six feet
thick.

(Ii) The 1650-lb. Model bomb, with a striking velocity of
1000 feet per second, will penetrate 41.40 in'to re-
inforced concrete. With a striking velocity of 800
feet per second it will penetrate 3 0-3.

b. Case strent

(1) The Amamon bomb normally ti strong enough to withstand
Ispact on concrete at striking velocities apprdximating
1100 feet per second, but in not strong enough te with-
steand side impact occurring after perforation of a
10-9" roof. Weakness #f the rear ustenitic weld

4" contributes to broeszp of this bomb. No ether welds
Sfailed,

(2) The Disney bomb normally is strong enough to withstand
impect on concrete at striking velocities approximating
llJ5 feet per second, but is not strong enough to
withstand side impact occurring after perforation of a
14-4'- roof.

(3) The Disney boub norially is strong enough to withstand
secondary impact after perforating a 10 foot roof
with striking velocities of 1150 to 1450 feet per
second.

(4) The 2000-lb. SAP bomb at striking velocities of 1030
to 1100 feet per second has approximately a 70 per cent
chance of remaining intact upon impact with reinforced
concrete. Thse which break up fail when thf, rear por-
tion of the case strikes against the back of the crater
as the bomb traces a ricochet path in concrete. Of

hooee which remain intact, about one-half are badly
dented by this same action.

(5) The fabricated Grand Slat bomb will break p up on iz-
pact on concrete at striking velocities of 850 feet per



second or higher, bat the hardened steel nose will with-
stand impact at vlocities up to 150 foot per second.
The weakness of the stainless avutenitio weld joining the
bass ring -to the bomb body contributes to the break-up
of this bomb. Nose of the other welds f&Jled. Break-up
is caused by the striking of the rear portion of the
bomb against the back of the crater as a rioochot path is
traced in concrete,

(6) The fabricated Grand Slan has an even chance of re-
maining intact upon I. >&at with c'nrete aý. a strikiU g
velocity of 610 foot per sooond, but ricochet and
denting are probable,

(7) The fabricated Tall Boy has a better than 50 per seat
chance of reamning intact upon impact Wtbh concrete
at a striking velocity of 610 foot per second, bat
ricochet and denting are very probable. The weaknous
of the case at the roar welds althouq& externally roein
forced by addition of extra welded metal strips, con-
tributes to break-up of this bomb, Break-4* occurs in
the ome manner as the Grand SlJa

(2) The Cast Tall Boy will break up oupleteoy upa impact
with concrete at velocities of 620 feet per second and
above. Ritochat of the nose section is very probable
at the lover striking velocities. Fractures oeasr down
into the hardened woo.s

(9) The 2000-.b. AP bomb is miffisiantly strong to witb-
stand impact on concrete at a striking velocity of
.150 foot per seooond, bat the bomb tends to ricochet

or rebound from the oratcr.

(10) The 1650olb. Model bomb is saflficiently strang to
uith3tand impact an concrete at a velocity of 1000 feet
per seoOnd, but its length to diameter ratio is
apparently too great to prevent bending of the bomb
case. Boause of the tendency to bend upon impaet,
the bomb reboundm from the orator,

(1) The British Tail Pistol No. 58 functions satisfactorily
on 4500.-lb. CP/RA Disney bamb dropped on reinWoroed
oohcreto targets,.

(2) ie British Tail Pistol No. 47A MU II functions

10



satiaZactorily on fall Boy an Grand 81m bombs dropped
en -iuforusd encrete targets,

(3) Tho T723 tail fse fitted to Amason bomb. will withstand
impact on heavy concrete provided that the bab does not
break up, Picatinny Arsenal teats on the M39 Special
Primer show that this Primer satime fails to ignite the
"4lay powder,

d. Boosters a ='xnlodor*.

(1) The wploders in Disney bomas are probably sufficiently
insensitive to withstand impact an concrete without
detonating. Results at Fargo are inconclusive because of
the possibility that live detonators and percussion caps
were ased with the pistols.

(2) The ec sodor" and auxiliary ecloders in Tall Boy and
Grand 31m bombs are sufficiontly insensitive to with-
stand impact without detonation.

(3) Tho camposition "A" a-xiliary boosters used in the
Amason bomb are insensitive to impact on concrfete, and
are satisfactory for use in concrete penetrating bombs.

(4) The adapter booster in the 2000-lb. UP bomb is in-
sensitive to impact protided that the bomb does not break
up.

(1) All of the typec of mcplosive fillers testsd at
Heligoland will vatisfacterily withstand impact agairat
concrete. Per. list of the fillers tested so Li esre

(1) Not aW of the bombs tooted are suitable in their
present feos fer use against massive reinforced concrete.

(2) Nxil. the mason bomb in dimensioned properly for pod
penetration, it noeds modification to increase its case
strength to resist break-up on side impact. The stai&r
less austenitic weld in this bomb is unsatisfactory, All
other welds are satisfactory.

(3) Wh the Disney bomb is dimensioned properly for good

I U
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penetration, it "oes needs modification to prevent
break.-up on aide impact. The stud holes in the case
centribute to break-up on side impact. The bomb also
needs modification to increase ths reliability of
functioning of the rocket assist, Redesign of the
arming wire system to reduoo the lengths of the arming
wires would eliminate so&e rocket failures, but improve-
ment in the firing system is also needed to insure coam-
plots rocket action from all rocket tubes. The explosive
charge of the Disney is not large enough to cause material
damage to a massive concrete target.

(4) The 2000-lb. AP and SAP bombs, because of their small
penetration and their small explosive charge, are in-
offeetive against heivy concrete targets.

(5) The Tall Boys and Grand Slams are not properly
disensicned to give good penetration in concrete.
While the fabricated bombs are stronger than the
corresponding cast bombs, neither type nor size is
ottrong enough to resist break-up in initial impact
from high a] titudes.

-(6) In bomb design a material increase in penetration for
a Zivon weight is obtained by increasing striking
velocity. Since an increase in release altitude above
20,000 feet results in only slightly increased striking
velocit., rocket assist is sseential. D*ereasing the
bcmb diameter also results in greater penetration, but
if the ratio of length to diameter exceeds a eartamn
critical value, (approximately 8 to 1) the bomb wtll
bend excessively. A slight gain in penetration is also
obtained by increasing the caliber radius of the nose
ogive, and by decreasing the str4 king obliquity.

(7) The D-9 shackle is satisfactory for use with Tall Boy
and Grapd Slam bombs, but is unsatisfactory for us*
with mason bombs.

NBOMUCIDATIONS I

a. That action be taken to design, asnufacture, and test
against such a target as Fargo a bomb with smaller diameter, mre point-
ed nose and greater case strength than the MAason, but with weight of
explosive charge not materially reduced.

b. Consideration be given to &sans of increasing case
strength other than by increasing weight and thickness of bomb bod7,
i.e., using multiple layer walls, internal ribs or corrugatione, or
the use of

12
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special alloys.

a. Improvement in the reliability of functioning of rocket
motors be effected, and provision be made for use of rocket assist on
bombs designed in accordance with paragraphs a. and b.* above,, to
further increase penetration.

d. A means be developed for obtaining a striking angle of
zero dogrc~es in order to increase penetration, eliminate the
uncertainties in bamb behavior., and avoid the added stresse" arising
from non-normal incidence,

o. The Fargo target or other suitable targets be used for
continued tests of bombs and projectiles against concrete,

f. The explosive filler with the greatest explosive power,
selected from one of the types tested,, be used in concrete-penetrating
bombs,

g. A shackle be developed for large bombs which hill function
satisfactorily regardless of bomb weight, and angle of suspension of
the shackle,

5. RECOR~D OF TEST:

Test was conducted in accordance with Test Program, copy of
which is attached as Inclosure 2.

6. DISCUSJIONL

(1) Tenst t The 1400 foot long S tariine Assembly Plant
at Fargo has a reinforced t oncret, roof 4l1/2 aeters
(14n-90) thick covering 68 per cent of the roof area
of 380,,600 square feet. The rtaindr s beusen bo
thickened by the addition of a top layer of concrete
2-1/2 asters thick,, giving this portion a total thick-
noes of 7 ast~ers, or 23 feet. This top layer had
been started at the lantern end of the structure and
had progressed toard the middle where work was
abandoned when the region fell into Allied hands.
Several types of reinforcing were used in the first
roof layer (described fully in Inclosare 4),i but the
principal method consisted lf the use of precast,, pro
strcond ed, reinforced concrete bewstring truases (see
Inclosure 4, page 2). The roof plan (Inclosure 6,
page 1),t shows te-r arrangement and sise of all roof
slabs and indicates the type of reinforcing used,

13
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Since the -iming point for the bulk of the releases
was a bullseyo painted an the 4-1/2 motor roof at a
dietanee 300 foot from the We.t end, the distribution
of Project Raley" bomb hits on this target (see
Inelouer 6, page 2) is concentrated en the Western
half of the building. When hits were desirod on the
7 moter roof, beaoardiere shifted their aiin point
Uastward towards the center of the building. ?wo holes
through the 4-1/2 metor roof, but bordering on the
7 metor portion, were sometimes ued for aiming points.
These holes were *aased by Grand 8lans dropped
during the war by the RAL,) These bombs had exploded
after partial penetration and had blown a hole
through the roof. Inclosure 4 (pages 13 and 14) ohs
the location of these holes, and the demage to the
roof caused by these bombs.

(2) P Prior to activation of Project
uwcbh7, the British had completed two trials on the
Fargo target with results as outlined bolowt

(a) In Ttial IV, thirteen 2000-lb. AP bombs were
dropped from 20,000 feet by Lancaster aircraft,
to give a striking velocity of 1140 feet per
sooond, and seven hits wer" sored. One bomb
ricocheted after penetrating 2040,, struck a
vertical wall,, and fractured the base plate.
The remaining six were intact, although ea bad
bent s8Lghtly, and another had flattened emaid-
erably at the base. Onuy feur ef the six were
considered to be fair hits, as one struck on the
edge of the roof, and another strock on a
vertil face of eonrete. Craters of the foer
goed hits varied from 51-65 to .40-50 deep, with
orator diameter averaging 10 feet, ue bcmb
ricahoteed, ene rebounded from its orater, and
two rained in their craters. All exploders
wer intact. Pistols were not fted to these
bombs. The penetratione of the AP bembe on
Fargo were consistent with earlier results at
Watten. There two hits were obtained from
18,000 feet (striking velocity 1090 feet per "oe)
with penetrations of 51-10 and 5'-.5. Both
bombs were intact, but one had bounced sad the
other had ricocheted cut of the orator.

(b) In Trial VII, Five oat Tall Baoy were dropped

by L•ecasters from 20,,000 feet (striLkng

14



velocity 1150 feet per second), scoring four
hits. All bombs which struck broke into a large
number qf pieces. Penetration va-iod between
50-59 and 51-80. Inclosure 7, page 1, shows one
of the Tall Boy orators with nose section of the
bomb lying in the crater. Also shown is a photo-
graph of the base of the same bomb. Exploder
cont~iners were broken in some instances, but
*xploters had not detonated. Pistols were
examined and found to have functioned.

(3) Trial I (Disneys withoeut rocket assist): Project

"Ruby' B-17 aircraft dropped 12 Disney bombs frtm

20,000 feet with rocket asist not functioning
(striking velocity 3150 feet per second). The bombs
were dropped with roaket fuses and gonsrators "safe"
(see Inclosure 3 for sketch of Disney bomb). The
Disneys used in these trials were from a Vickers
Ametrong lot which had been condamned for manu-
facturing flaws. Seven hits, all in the 4-1/2 moter
roof, were scored. Results are tabulated in Inad-
csure 8, Page 1. A detailed description of each hit
is given below. All bombs have been assigned a plot
number, and the location of each hit is shown on the
roof plan, Inclosure 6, page 1. Crater profiles are
shown in Inclosure 9, pages 1 to 4.

N (a) Plot No. 21 This bomb penetrated Ul-0 into a
roof slab with bowstring truss reinforcing. /

Bomb lodged in roof at an angle of 28 dsgrAs
to the vertical, intact. Ceiling below was
sli htli-i (See Inclosure 7s pages 2 and
3). Bomb was fitted with Mark 58 pistols and
dummy (wood) exploder. Detonators and firing
caps were not fitted to the pistols. Exmmination
of the pistols showed that th4 had functioned, ,".
but the striker points had flattened upon
hitting the shoulder of the empty detonator
holder.

S(b) Plot No. 31 This bomb struck close to the
junction of four roof slabs over a supporting
saJ. and penetrated W-10 into bowustring truas
roof slab. The bomb remained (Inta" lodfed in
roof at an angle of 21 degrees to the vertical.
(See Inclosure 7, page 4). Pistols functioned
properly. Amb was fitted with & exploders.
Detonators end firing caps were omitted.
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(a) Plot No. 9: This bomb struck at the junction
of four roof slabs of bowstring truss construction.
The rear portion ofboab case broke off near lug,
fractured into a number of pieces which fell
around the crater. The nose section lodged in
the crater at an angle of 32 degrees to vertical.
There were cracks 18w long running toward the
nose of the bomb from the fractured edge. Two
possible explanations for the break-up of this
bomb are advanced. One is that the bomb bent
excessively and snapped. The other is that the
bomb got squeesed between the roof sections.
(Another bomb, Plot No. 37, which also hit under
similar eircumotaneos, broke up in the same way).
Penetration was 10'--7, only slightly less than
in the two previous cases. Pistols functioned
satisfactorily. Bomb was fitted with wood duLmy
exploders. Detonators and firing caps were
omitted. See Inclosure ?, pages 5 and 6 for
photographs of crater.

(d) Plot No. 10t This bomb struck on roof slab
having short span concrete truss reinforcing.
For description of this type of construction,
see Inolosure 4, page 3. Bomb penetrated 9'-5"
into roof, (renaining intact in crater, lodged at
an angle of 29 de4gree to the vertical. Pistols
functioned properly. DBmb was fitted with dny
exploders. Detonators and firing aps were
omitted. See Inclosure 7, page 7, for photo-
graphs of bomb and crater.

(e) Plot Xo. 261 This bomb struak on roof slab
having 60 oa. steel I-beam reinforcing. Point
of impact was near junction of four roof slabs.
Bomb rebounded 55 feet from crater, landing flat.
(&a Inclosure 7, pages 8 and 9). The nose kroke
int.3 three pieces en secondary impact. Inspoe-
tion of the fractures showed that the bveak-up
occurred becatse of two internal flaws in the
nose. One "flaw ran almost entirely across thue
nose of the bomb at a point about 2-1/2 incheso
ahead of the filler savity,. The other flaw,
starting at the transverse flawp was in a plame
through the bomb's loneitumnal axil, extending
to the cylindrical portion of the case. Inal-
osure 7, page 10, shows these flaws. Pene-.
tration of this bomb was below normal, being
only 8'-70. Angle of penetration, judged frmm
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the bask slope of the crater, was 2$q degrees.
Bomb wasn fitted with dummy exploder.. Pistols
functioned satisfactorily,, firing the live caps
which had been fitted. Because this was a
faulty bomb,, the penetration has not been
Included in the average of this trisl.

(f) Plot No. 28: This bomb penetrated 100-6" at the
*enter of a roof slab thaving bowntriug truss re-
inforcing, The bomb severed the upper chord of
one bowstring truss and deflected a second one
upward,, as shown in Inclosure 7. page 3.1. The
bomb came to rest intact., lodged in roof at an
angle of 25.5 degrees to the vertical, The
ceiling below was slightly scabbed. This can be
seen in Inclosure 7,, page 3, at the top left,
This bomb hit on the s*me -oof slab as Plot No, 2.
Bomb was fitted with dumy exploders and live caps.
Pistols functioned satisfactorily,, firing the
caps*

(g) Plot No. 29: This bomb hit at the junction of
two roof slabs,1 over a supp-c:.'ing wall. Short
span concrete truss reinforcing was used in
these slabs. The bomb penetrated 9'-3",, bounced
out' and came to rest 15 feet behind crater.
(So: Inclosure 7, page 12.) Bomb case was
slightly bent.. but intact. (See Iraclosure 7,,
page 13). Angle of penetration, judged from
back slope of ctrater# was 34 degroee. Bomb was
fitted with dummy exploders and live caps.
Pistols functioned satisfactorily, firing the
caps. Since this bomb bounced out of the crater,
ali of it. energy was not expended in the impact.
Therefore, the penetration is not representative,,
and is not included in the average for this trial.

(4) Swumary. Trial It Considering only Plots 2, 3., 9, 10
and 28 as reproeaen~ta±ive of Disney impacts without
rocket astist., the following average crater character-
istics are deduced:
Average vertical ponotration 1C ~-61 Std. Dev. 01-8d
Maximum penetration Usin.
Minimum penetration 9e-5fl
Average angle of rest 27.0 dog. Std. Dov. 4.0 Dog.
Average crater length 131-O0 Std. Dev. 22-6"
Average crater width 131-8" Std. Day. 11.2"
Average depth of sal*-l 40--6" Std. Dev. 11-O0"
If Plot No. 9 is omitted on the assumption that it isI. not a representative hit because of break-up, the
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average penetration would be unaffected. The puns-
tration predicted by the latest formula (Inalcauxe
14, page 2) gives U1 1-m4 for the unassisted Disney
bomb.

(5) TrAal XII (Disney bombs, romket aserted): This trial
consisted of releasing the Disney bombs with rocket
fuse and generator warmedo. The M21LA2 mechanical
time delay fuse was set for a 'I.elay of 34.1 seconds,
allowing free fall of 15,000 feet before initiation of
the roekets. The burning time of the rockets is
approximately three seconds. This imparts an addi-
tional velocity to the bomb, and brings it above sonic
velocity. When dropped from 20,000 feet altitude with
a true airspeed of 220 mph, the striking velocity is
1450 feet per second. Prior to dropping these bombs
with live roekets, it was necessary for safety reasons
to demonstrate that all bambs dropped would fall with-
in a radias of 5CO yards of the aimirg point. Practice
drops were aade at Orfordness, Znglaud. Sash of four
bombardiers dropped one bomb from 20,000 feet. Rockets
functioned on three of the four bombs. Errors were
respectively, 50 feet (left), 100 feet (Over), direct
hit, and 100 feet (short and right), thus demonstrating
the aimability of these bomb@. Twenty-two Dianeys
were then dropped from 20,000 feet at Farge, scoring
eleven hits and eleven misses. Seven of the eleven
hits were rocket assisted and seven of the eleven
misses were also rocket assisted, giving a percentage
functioning of 63.6 per cent for the rockets. A
description of each hit is given below. Crater
profiles are given in Inalosure 9, paged 5 to 10.

(a) lt No. 37: This bomb hit at a Junction of four
roof slabs, over a supporting wall. Bomb pen.-
trated 91'-l" into a roof slab having 60 on. steel
I-bc~a reinforcing. The rear section of the bomb
broke up, leaving nose section lodged in eorter.
(See Inclosure 7, page 14). This break-up was
similar to that of the unassisted Disney hit,
Plot No. 9, and under similar conditions of impact.
Angle of penetration was 37 degrees. Inspection

of the rocket tubes in the vicinity of the crater
showed thas the rocket action had been incomplete.
This was determined in two ways. Firstly,, there
was roeket propellent scattered around the crater,
and secondly, s•me of the recket tubes reoovered
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failed to show the two oharaoteristle blued

bands at the end where the nosale is welded to
the tube. Between the two blued bands is a
white ash deposit. If ignition oeeoie after
impact, these characteristic -arkdngs arc ,.ot
present. Inolosure 7, page 24 illastrates the
appearance of the tubes in the ease of proper
functioning. Sinoe the rockot action was
incomplote, and since the bomb brok, up in the
crater, the penetration of this bomb had not
been included in the average for this trial.
Pistols functioned satisfaoterily7, firing thw
live ca". Bomb was fitted with live exploters.
The xpl-eivo train was interrupted by us ef
durm dotonator.o One exploder had boos broken
and ws set off by a secondary impact. The
other. exploder was intact. (Soo Inclosuro 7,
page 15).

(b) t No. 39: The roakot assist failed to
functiem on this bomb kfnce,, penetration is
not usable in average for Trial I. 1omb
struck an 'bows ring truss roof slab- at onter of
span, Penetration was lO-90, which conforms to
the average for unassisted rockets. Babm
remained intact and lodged in roof (see
Inolocure 7, page 16), at an angle of 30 degrees
to the vertical. The upper chords of two bov-
string trusses were damaged in the sam manner
as in the case of Disney bomb, Plot No. 28,
which hit under sd-"a conditions. Pistols
did not funct~on, as the safety pins had not
boon renovd. Live explodere had been fitted and
these were iataot. Pistols had boon fitted
with live primer coaps and dauw detonators.

(z) •,t.NL.o.91 The rocket assist failled to functi•n

an this bmb; heoce, the penetration is not
"usable in the average for Trial Inl, 1mb

_ on reef alab having .o0 o ii.-st. -hom
m,,4O 4i44 . Penstratio, wa enly 6.4 *,
mse not lodged in roof, as is norsially the case,
but was resting in crater, at an angle of 41
aegreo to the vortical, intact but badly bnt,.
The extent of bowing of the bomb case was five
inshe at the middle (see Inclocure 7, page 17).
Penetration was not usable in average for Trial
X beosase of the deformation of the bomb case.
Live exploders were fitted th this bomb. Both
exploders had blown, leaving a black residue.
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Both pistols and detartators were missing. One
detonator holder was in positioni but was bulged
outwards and blackened, Project "Ruby" Ordnance
Officer stated that live caps and dwWm detonators
had been fitted to the pistols.

(d) t No 0 The rocket assist fuanctioned
properl.y, 3mb struck on bowstring truss roof
slab where the roof thickness is 161-70 (certain
portions of the roof had a slope of one foot in
seventy for drainage,, masking the thickness at
the center greater than at the edges). The bomb
penetrated 151-30 remaining lodged in the roof,9
intact,, at an angle of 36 degrees to the vertical.
Ceiling below was considerably scabbed. The
lower chords of two bowstring girders vore
bulged downward approximately 18 inches. (aSee
Incloanre 7, page 19). One pistol was found near
crater. Detonator was broken into wall pieces
in detonator holder which had separated from
pistol. The striker of this pistol was exmined
by a British Ordnance mepart who judged that
the striker had moved suafficienitly far forward to
ign~ite the live cap, part of which was found and
determined to have heen fired. The head of
another pistol was also found near cratcr. Both
detonator' holders were bulged fro& undemneth*
Both exploders had blown.

(e) s The rocket assist functioned
properly. Bomb perforated the 3-1/2 aeter
thick roof of the West Periscope Tower where
roof reinforeing consists of 100 on. steel-I-
beams. The bomb passed between two I-beams and
struck a steal H-beam on the building floor.
Bomb case broke up circumforentially at middle,,
and nose point broke off at an internial flaw
similar to the transverse flaw in nose of Disney
bomb,, Plot No. 26, However, in this case$ the
curvature of the break was opposite to that of
Plot No. 26. The borehole in the roof was so
nearly the width of the bomb that the rocket
motor plate reained lodged in the top of the
hole, Photographs of the crater and orthe bomb
are shown in Inclosare 7, pages 20 and 2L.
Angle of perforation us 23 degrees to the
vertical. Pistols were missing form bomb. One
euiploder was missing,, the other was removed
from bomb and found to be a wooden dumW.
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(f) Ekt Xt. K The rocket assist failed to
function on this bomb, Hit occurred an 4--1/2
moteo thick roof slab haviag 60 on# steel Ia.
bean reinfcrein4. The nose point broke off of
the bmb and rebounded 130 feet. Ths bomb pen*-
trated only five feeot and camw to rest at an
angle of 39 degrees to the vertical, slightly
bent. This hit is not usable in the average
for Trial X because of breakage of the nose which
again was trased to an internal flaw. Inslosure
7, page 22 shows a view of the bomb resting in the
crater and a view of the noes fragment. Pistols
were missing fram this bomb. Both exploders had
b)ownp laving a blaek g=W residue. Part of
the a15ing wire was found attached to the rocket
fuse pot, suggesting that the bomb had been
dropped with the M111A2 fuse "safe'. This could
not be verified as the fuse had been completely
smashed.

(g) Zn2t 10, O'L This is the onily rocket assisted
Diay bomb which hit on the seven meter roof
thickness. The bomb penetrated 13'-2', lodging
itself in the roof at an angle of 21 degreoe to
the verticzl. The bomb appeared to be intact.
Viem of the a rater are shewn in Inclosure 7 ,
page 23. A rocket tube in the crater bearing
markings eharecteristic of a properly functioning
rocket motor# is shown in Inolosure 7, page 24.
This bomb had live ,e•loders fitted. One eoloder
was intact, the other had bu•ned partially. One
piece of striker of a pistol was found. One
detonator holder was missing, the other was in
position in the bobe

(h) ZW 1k, ID The roeket assist failed to

fucotion on this drop. The airplane brought
bask a broken amng wireI hones, this bomb
probably was dropped Isafem. The bomb struck
an the five meter thick roof of the last
Periseops Tower directly over the tower wall
where the thickness of conrete is effectively
infinite (actually 13 mctae ). Reinreing in the
reof slab onsisted of steel trUsses, (see
Inelonars 4, page 4). The bomb pnetrated 17'-l0,
boring a bole into the concrete between two
trusses (see Inssure 7, page 25), The two
trusses between the borehole and the edge of the
tower were defAeeted outward approimatey 3
inch"e, buUlM the wall slightly* fSino this
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bcb hi•t co.ws to tJ s edge of the towtr roof,
the penetration is not comparable vith the
average for Trial X. Tue rock&' tubes w•ro found
in a bundle in the crater and bore no signs of
having fanotionsd in flight. The base plate of
the bomb was eight feet below roof level. From
the angle of the baes plate in the bore hole, it
was judged that the angle of penetration of the
bomb was 23 degrees to the vertieal. One exploder
was intact in bomb. The other exploder had
blown. One pistol with armig wire still in place
wam found on the main roof below the tower. The
striker and detonator were missing. The live cap
had fired. Detonator holder a'tashod to the pistol
was bulged from underneath. The other pistol was
in place, with a&ring wire still attached, thus
confirming that the bomb had been dropped 'safe".
The striker had not operated. Detonator and cap
were intact., Both the *ap and detonator were
live, the latter consisting cf black powder
pell'ts in a short stem tube. SiAe a live
detonator wa" found in this bomb, through error
in loading, it is possible that live detonatorv
were errneously used in other bambe of this
trial, thus possibly explaining why a ntmbor of the
exploder* blew. B"eaus of this uncertainty no
concluuions can be drawn concerning the insonsi-.
tivity of the esploaere in this trial.

(i) P3At No. 8f71 This is the first of two eoupleto
perforations through the "-/2 meter roof b7 a
rocket assisted Disney bomb* The impact occurred
en a roof slab having bowstring trams reinforcing.
The bomb smerged between tkh lower chords of two
trusses, perforated the three foot concrete floor
at grouad level and buried in the sand beneath
(See Inclosue 7, pase 26 and 27), and was not
reeovered. From the eleanort apvearanoe of the
hole in the floor,, the bomb was probably intact.
Antle of perforation in roof w"as 17 degrees to
the vertical.

(J) p Wag. t 89 his Disney bomb, with rocket assict
functioning, struck en a roof slab having ahort
span concrete tra.. reinforcing. Thickness of slab
at point of impact wa 16'-90. The bomb peantrated
13o-24 and lodged in the roof intaet at an angle
of 31 dogrees to the veroteal. (Se0 Inoloeur 7,
page 28). Coil"ng tud1rneath the eoator was
slightly soabbae. Both live exploder* wer intact.
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One pistol with dmim detonator and live sap
had Isnctionod, and cap had fired. The other
pistol had sheared off flush with container and
seuld net be remimed for ispection.

(k) Plot -6. 891 This is the second of two omplete
perforations through the 4ml/2 meter roof by
rocket &ssiated Disney boabs. The perforation
eeserrod in a roef slab having 60 an. steel I-
beam reinforcing. The bomb perforatod the
seiling between two I-beaem, struck t'h concrete
floor at ground level, and broke off at the stud
boles of the earrying lug. (oee Inolosure 7,
page 29). The noee had lodged in the floor,
pointiag 90 degrees to the heading, Angle of
roof perferation was 21 degrees to the vertical.
There was very little scabbing of the soiline,
the break-through being contained in one direetion
by ueh I-beui reinforcing. The pistols of this
bemb were missing. The live eaplodere were
intact,

(6) f---a-. Trial =I,

(a) There are mlay three examples of rocket assisted
Disey bomb hit& (Plot los. 60, and a$) -Able
for seapetatien of average vertical penetration.
Froa these, the average penetration is 13'-100,
with a standard deviation ef 14 inches. The
penetration predicted by the latest fozwada
(Xnesleure 14, page 2) gives 161-80 for the
reaket "stred, Disno bomb. The roeket action,
which if ooaplete, increases the &triking velocity
by 26 per sent, has increased the penetration of
the Di'esy boub by 31 per esnt. ThUs inerease
in pemetration, though below expectations, is
saiTicient for the bomb to perforate the 141-99
roof (Plots 67 and 9). In no case was the beeo
able to perforate the 14•'-9 roof witheut rocket
assist, althlagh so"e had Just reached the scab
limit, Bren though the roeket assisted Disne
bomb is able to perforate the 4gim/2 meter oofs, it
is evident from Plots 60 and 89 that the bomb
ease is not strong onongh to withetard a side
impact, ind break-up is likely to osear if the
bomb falls flat on seondary impact, as it does
when the roof substantially redueese the bomb's

velocity. This means that the fuse delay mast be
just sufficient to allow the bomb to perf-rate the
roof and yet must be short enLgh so that the
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eolesion oeeurs before seondary impat ean take
plus*. Beame of Ue mall eploseive ehaere of
the Disnq bo (MO0-:b), damage to struture
such as largo would be slight, and dampge to
emtents and maohinerz would be sonfined to a
owall area.

(b) The aoverage enter MAensioums depth of. paling
and angle of rost or perforatia for Trial In
are obtainened tfrm all bombe ia idGh the roeket

uspiut fsmotioned, 4ln.uive of the oe bomb (Plot
37) uhich broke up in the r1ef. Average crater
dlmaeniones wre lllamAlonmg by 12'-6' vide, depth
of spalling, 4'-10' and average egle of the bomb
or berehele was 25 degree.. These avereges are

not significantly different fron these obtaine
from the neasusited Disney bombs of Trial .

Usee Iaeoseure 8 pages 1 and 2).

(e) It is apparent from these two trials that th
aeehaniae of peaetration of the Miessy beabe U as
fellowss lDung the initial phaee of penetratien
the bombs triki•g at an angle of 15 degreeos, spells
more eoamerto ahead of the no"e than behind it.
Senes, the reaUtng torce s s net rial but bae a
tova;rd emponesnt uhih caues edt bomb "ase to

lift. Tids sets up a tuning moaent wuidh
retates this b swq from the mormAl, eaosiag it
to taee a fteeehet same in eeeoeret. Dutg
this phae the bbismb ajlect tobeed . Uen
the aee he reaehod a depth of 4 to 5 feeot the
bomb has Mated abut 10 degrees. At this podit
the bamb in s longer able to spell mere eonerete
ahead of it, but bores a hole at an an&e of
25 to 30 doegre until it is brought to reot in
the esneret or ele perforates the slabe

(4) The reliability of the arm~t d firing systen
of the Disne rockets ls act satisfaetoe. Of
the eight bembe (33 per cent) of Trial EM

which failed to fetien rocket assit. o -e
eese of broken -3an sine ver. feud (Plot
Ne. a1 and 65). Iprv mtin thie -lag widr
systen is aOsosa if failures of th•b type are
to be eliminated, on. e IS se found in whioh
the .rocket action was 4m om te (Plt Noe. 37),

and oen bomb hiek mesoed the target we observed
to fall flat# •ihih may have been due to is-
stAbility of b•eb bere funct4onin of the rocket
motor, or to pstUtal fotIamas of the roets'
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thenelves Thereforoe, Irev•nmt in the
firing systan is also desirable if this type of
beab is to be npl••/e.

(7) •2,000 1mb. atNab) This bomb, developad
s and standardised in 1%5 an the M103,

had net been dropped in oesbats and had yet to be
tested agait•w masive eoncrete sach an that
presented br the 1frge target. It th6refeore wuas
desirable to drep this bomb under the same eonditiens
as the Gramd Semn, Tall Bey and Disaeq bombs. To
obtain a eomparable striking veloeity (1,100 feeot per
seond) it was necessary to release this bomb from
26,25O feet altitade. Project %be &-17 aireraNt
"dropped the first 27 bombs (singly and in trains of
two cash ) frem this altitude, bat aeouraqy was
exrmisl poor. 2Ony cue kit resulted from the first
nine bombe dropped singly. Of the next It, one hit and
es near miss were soored with 50 feet trains. In
the ease of one train, both bomb# wore observed to be
unstable in flight, one wobbling, the other landixg
flat. Thes behbs fell on oppoeite sides of the
target, and wbom plettod*, wore fond to be 90 feet
apart. (See bambs 5j. and 52, Insleeu 6., rage 2).
This large dispersion may be the result of insufficient
fin stabilisation at sonic velocities. For the reaim-
ins nine bombe dropped an this trial the altitude
wa reduced to 20000 feeot (striking velocity 1030
foot per seeed) and aseuasy wva impmved consider-
ably. Three bits and one near mins were obtained from
this altitude, makin a total of five hite and t
near misses for the trial. The near miss"e were both
usable for ease strengtk purposes as the beabs bit en
the oeas.et, footing of the building wall. A
description of eaeh hit is .v=n below. The results
are also tabulated in Xnolesuros t page 3. Crater
profiles are given in Imelosre 9.

Fla) Noj This beabs dropped from 26#250
foot, struck at the junction of ",roof &labs
having 'h•rt opan cenorete truss * feroeiang.

eW thiekness at point of impt Was 16 foeet.
The buab penetrated 21-70 and Ploseeheted 200
foot, ftalUin to the gound an tho West side of
the bu lding. Tho bmb ws found flat an the
pound, intcAj, bat dented near the roar IM
(see Iasle"oe 7# page 30). ?he am m depth
of the det vas 5 Lash-s at a point 51 inches
trom the nesos Lhe dented area inslmud tke
roar lug. The bomb wa slightly blged 90
degre. sire o oentill.y fro& the dent but as
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uezeks had f~xemd. The orator profile
(Inge1.remr 90Paoe 1.)s gives a slas as te hew
the dent was made, Ao the bomb ponetrated inte
the concrete, its angle te the vertical increse..
vr.U!i tke rowr sestiem of th. bw& strak ou the
4sok edge of tNo wq~ar prvdasing the dout an the
bottom and the hbige& an the aide". The Leongw
ated orater bas a ebaraeteris*±e auv.11 sopm am
Use bausk &I"j who 9 the b1.. opell. a
sddtional, esulereo. The Uv* &adater boaster
(Mn5AI) MWa intact. Fuse MW not fitted to the
boob*

(b) MA I, SI This hbmb, 4rejl~e4 from 260250
feets strack en the Jo-1/2 mstor reet 8 fest La
front of the vert~sal fines of %be Vemt periscope
twori ?he km peastrajed 2.-108 card briske w~p
with mssm eestipa somusla to "eat oeaeesUs in
the orster. ..A ragged eirontermtial brook &Ad
oeemared abeut thxeeamqaaaters of the dis+eAme
bask fan, tko nose .(see Zolessre 7, paos 31 and
32), reatiftla from this blew egalast UW bask
ealope sf the enter, The cavil ia mors, pr-
nowaseed than in the preview. bob hit. (See law,
*less"e9j, Pae. 12.) Tie bom *be"& thesa
mips of dwAUM nd. WLbsgLxg 4o pumwe1~4~ nted.
I*s aditlam a len4 crack rmuMin fexwaid 9ftm
,the si±ouferestia2. break to a few lnebwe bqea
the frost IM~ and, tosmnatmatg Is a ha1~sep.had
esoosred em erA at the bslSed .14.. Use boe at
tMe bb me tau" belsid the orater. 1Wadapter
besater Wa soparate frem UNe bae plae MnA "M.
sot resav=*ed IohrY1 Pe~orn Aaedttted wer
the ia&AlM srfase of th. bae" at tiehes- It~,
is possibi,. thaltA We as OW Wae rleaketeI4"
xibmaded ArM the avl.s )at Roe blsm autos
were feud an tile wall Uo~tn~a.A

(e) WA~ZL Ti b*O.* -&09"06 tM 20A
14ot. p etmek *A -a MW4opm west42.9t
V1d * u two VO u~ e ie j* Oat*

fobom m~motae 31-49W.~m sd* UU flat
44 Aie "strw nith &be *aao .1@$&ng eApete
*O-MW ANdins (lee .pq-7 .n
-,Ue -4vatwi 4m Apom iwmb44S"A JA i mý
]41pe D Ol5 U4A ftey WWOu. -%q bwj



intact without bulges, dents or cracks. Fin
tail *one was still in place. The live adapter
boostir was intact.

(d) P This bomb dropped from 20,000 feet,
struck on the Jr.-/2 meter roof en a slab having
60 on. steel I-beam reinforcing. Impact occurred
close to the Junction of four roof slabs. The
crater, 3'-60 doep, overlapped that of a bomb
previeusly dropped. The bomb ricocheted 40 feet
after impact. The bomb was intact bat dented
near the rear log and bulged at the sides in a
manner similar to Plot No. 43. Mhe dent was
5 inches from the none. The base of the bomb
had been deformod, being elliptical instead of
6irealar, and sealing eempound had been squeesed
out around the base plate. The live adapter
booster was intact. View of the bomb and crater
are ahow in Inelesure 7, page 34.

(e) Pt Mg. M This bomb, dropped from 20,000 feets
strask on the Jr-l/2 moter roof on a slab having
60 on. steel I-buam reinforcing. The bomb made
a very wall orator, 8'-60 in diameter and 26-6m
deep, with a mall anvil on the back slope. (See
Inclesure 7, page 35). The bomb broke up and
risecheted in several large pieces. The nose
section riceeheted 300 feet to the Wet edge of
the building. The base of the bomb ricocheted 85
feet. The adapter booster had blown on secondary
impact. The cup ws reeevered and feund to be
cracked, with chareoal reaidue adhering. Yellow
tetryl pewder was found en the inner surfaces of
the base of the bamb. Tim of the nose and base
sections are given in Inclosure 7, paae 36. The
bomb bod* had the eshracteristic dent near the
rear lug and a crack running forward from the
bulged portion to the vicinity of the front lug.

'(f) Plot no. &1: This bomb, dropped from 26,250
feet, struck on the eereste footing 4 feet out
fr the North wall of the tuaet. The bomb osme
to rest in the orator vith its nee pointing
opposite to the heading. The angle of rest of
the bomb was 45 degrees to the vertical. The
feoti n eoends out from the wll. 2.5 meter and
is the foundation on hieh the seond uoll
tbiekemiAg ws to bare been poured. The bomb
ms crackes at the rear shoulder as ob.in in
Inelosure 7, page 37, and ws dented near the
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rear lug. The live adapter booster was intact.
Crater profile was not measured. Crater was
approximately 7' long, 8' wide and 40 deep.

(g) PlotN. 71t This bomb, dropped from 20,000
foot, struck at ground level at the intersection
of the North wall and the concrete footizg, The
bomb bounced back about 70 feot and was found
lyiug Dat on the ground. The bomb was intact
but bulged at the front shoulders 18' to 240
back of the nose. This bomb was calipered and the
increase in diameter at the shoulder was fonad
to be 7/8 inches. The crater, partly an the
"•-uidinS wall and partly on the feoting, was not
profiled. Crater depth was appro-zateoy three
feet. The live adapter booster was intact.

(8) Sumyr,. Trial VIi There is no apparent difference in
the behavior and penetration of the 2000-lb. SAP bomba
when striking concrete from 26,250 feet and 20,000
feet. In both eases the bmb* tend to ricochet oat ef
the crater. In doing so, the back of the bomb strikes
against the back edge of the crater prodliean a dent
approximately 15 inches forward from the base. The
bomb is bulged 90 degrees ciroumferentially from the
dent and in one instance at eash altitude the bomb
gave way at the bulge, craeking longitudinally and
at the me time breadkng up oircusforentiaLly in the
vicinity of the dent. Also in one instance at esack
altitude, the bombs dented but did not brea!' up.
Penetration was slight, being )1-000 for the me bomb
which did not riWechhet, while 20-40 was the naslmam
penetration for a bamb which broke ap and ricocheted
the greatest disteteo. The average penetration for
all five roof hits was 31-8, with-a standard
deviation of 7 inche. Tha pfeaitration predicted by
foruala (Inclooare1, p ge 2), is 4'0-3 for drops
from 26,250 feet and 31-5' for drops fro& 20,000
feet. Average wateor dimensions were 110-.5 bty 90.58,
with a characteristio anvil. The adaptor beester
withstood the sheek of impact in all bombs uideh did
not break up. ihen the bomb breaks up# the booster
may go off low ordor.

()Trial 11 (12,000-lb. fabijeatod Tall Bodo U 20200
f The A.dean fabricated Tall, B(TlO) bob Me
the eme dimemt•ems, weight and wall thi•ekaes as the
British cot Tall BD and differs only in the method
of msomfatare. The eican fabricated beab eouoiste
of five seootimon uld together. The polId nose and
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the base are made of forged steel, while the three
center sections are fabricated from rolled plate,
longitudinally welded. The British bomb is made of
.ast steel with a solid nose plug. In Trial VII, it

1 was found that the cast Tall Boys broke up completely
when dropped fro& 20,000 feet. It therefore was
desirable to comparue the fabricated Tall Boy at the
same altitude. British Lancaster aircraft dropped
four fabricated Tall Boys from 20,000 feet, but un-
fortunately all bodbs aissed the target. The
roma•iinS bomb of five allotted for this trial was
then brought to the target by a Projest *Ruby" B-29
airplane, but because of improper positioning of the
Ao-4 release (positioning had been made for the Grand
31.am intead of the Tall Boy) tKhe boab could not be
released automatically and was mazuwall. salvoed into
the North Sea. No further drops wore made on this
trial. Information gained from subseqaont trials
showed that this bomb aJ&o would have broken up frou
20,000 feet.

(10) Trh. IX (2210DN-Ib, hk•abro+-d 11-d fat from 20Mcx
feed~t The fabricated Grand Slam. ( ) is an enlarged _

version of the fabricated Tall Boy (TbO) and has the
1am* dimensions as the British cast Grand Slam.

Project 11uy10 2-29 aircraft dropped nine fabricated
Grand Slam bombe from 20,000 feet (striking velocity
1150 ft. per second) and soored three hits. All
three bombs broke up as described below. Crater
profiles of tw of the hits are given in Inalosure 91
data for the third are not aTailable,

(a) Mat go,_ This bmb was not considered to be
a fair hit as it truek at the base of an
isolated slab east on top of the 4-1/2 motor roof
to form the second roof thiekness. This slab was
81-60 high,, 1 61-40 wide and.about 100 feet long,
with its length umuing East-West. The direction
of flight of the bomb was toward the Northwest.
&,me of the energy of impact was transmitted to
the vertical face of the upper roof slab, eraek-
ing out large piecse from the bask Zaeoe nd top
surface. Altogether several huadred tons of
conarete from the upper roof slab were displaced.
(Se" Ino.ouare 7, pago 39). The main roof at
the point of impact contained bAazinatxrU&A

)e Faenforcngo _ Beneath the poiat of impact wUs a
supporting wall which wa scabbed for a distance
of fifteen feet* The bomb penetrated 7 foot aid

C iio0 up) with nose section remaining in crater.
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The ogive had a number ef eggshell cracks, one
of which extended to within a few inches of the
solid po~int of the no&*, (see Incloswar 7,, jAgs
40). The. nose sootion broke off irregalaz'ly,'
three to five feet from nose.* Thore waS no
sign of failure of the front weld 24 inch"e bask

* from the nose. However, there welre sigzs 'that
the rear weld had failed. LThe base ring haft
sepeafted from the bcab body ei rcumforwntially
along the rear weld, This is a stainless
austeniti. weld., not beat treated for stress
moliof. The expledore had brokmn off at the
base-plate but had not bleva. hkough-Veeso

mom femdan the roof to aoesumt .for all thirote
expodes, The e.adliary exploder had

Scattered ever the r*of but'had not detonated.
The tail pitols (No. 47A UK II), W.tkk 0-minuit~e
delay elemental, had function"d properly..

(b) Plot No. 30: This bomb strusk an the zvof salaxi
to the West edge of the building,, over the, sapport..
ing wall. The bomb struek on a roof slab having
shibt sps eanrsta t~rte r4Sjatr*UW. Pogo

tration wasr,7'.49i. 'The basbý ~Vrek'pl, .4tisg
nose Obctina ressaiing in tisevatow, "The base
of *.he bbo and &*At f ,tIoftal Iv4dI týM@U vwer.
Vibe ~iddo'ef tbe baildiang nd were
7h*Ue j nos, wticf Masv broken off .Suiwoaly, to that
of Ithe ~ivoi~u hit, but tbeft were no=6

fille~r bad remained in ths ieeeicavit)'. 4bA
impact of the book had ermeked -md 4isplaed d'
a portion of the roof slab at the edge so that

i god4 ou 6er- the wal2l *t thehaiWd2ft&
fhO erpledew And pistols 'were -it t'seaedrod,

* Seie of the Nfl penales fri. thes -4026i1t
tSpl410rs were foaaM *a -the wa b .

4

týiwt'rwfsde lby et-h~s~hegxf
id~i~ 'wb~ea veas h~bei k~triatbewall

tW i btftk eat' broheeke erin t~& a Mber
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similar to the two previous hits. In this
instance, however, the irregular break goes up to
the solid nose (tee Inclosure 7, page 44). The
bass of the bomb had fallen to the ground, and
was found with base ring cracked and with
unmistakable evidence that the base ring had
separated from the bomb body at the rear stainless
steel weld. One body fragment which fitted onto
the base ring wan found with a piece of the
welding material stripped back and adhering at one
end of the fragaent. (See Inclosure 7, page 46).
The pistols were examined and found to have
functioned and percussion caps had fired. The
exploders had been broken off at the b ase plate.
The center exploder had not blown, one other had
blown and the third may have blown, Two fragments
of exploder container@ were found, blued, with
shear tears but no sign of gas wash; hence, the
ignition was probably a low order detonation
caused by secondar7 impact.

(11) Trial UXI (1J.2o•-lb. cast Tall Boys foM 1-0.000 feet)t
Lancaster aircraft dropped three cast Tall Boys from
10,9000 feet (striking velocity 850 feet per second),
scoring two hits. Both bombs broke up, as described
below. Crater profiles are given in Inclosure 9.

(a) Plot No. 90: This bomb struck on a Jr-1/2 meter
roof slab having bowstring truss reinforcing,
penetrating 3'-6". tt broke up into larger
pieces than when dropped from 20,000 feet. One
side wall fragment was five feet long. The nose
riccheted 225 feet and the base fell beside the
crater. The nose section had boon cracked off
on one side so that the threads of the nose plag
were exposed for their full length (See Inclosure
7, page 47). Two large frogents of Us tapered
portion of '.he bomb body were still attached to
the base plate but were bulged outaard, (See
InTlosure 7, page 48). The exploders had broken
off but had not detonated. The saxiliar7 ee-
ploder pellets were found seattered on the roof.
Pistols were not fitted to this bombs The crater
profile exhibit a oharacteristic anvil shape,
indicating that the bomb body struck the back edge
of the crater upon ricocheting.

(b) Plot 12,J92 This bomb struck on the 4-1/2 meter
roof oan a slab having 60 on. I-bem reinforcing.
The penetration was 4 fret. The bomb broke up
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into large piecss, two side wall pieces boinP
4 to 5 feet long. The noes ricocheted 45 feet
and the base fell at the orator's edge. The
nose was cracked up to the nose plug as in the
previous hit, but the nose plug threads were not
exposed. (See Inclosure 7, page 49). Th3m
fragments attached to the base plate were larger
than the previous hit and had been bulged outward
to a greater extent. The exploder# had been
broken but had not blown. RDX pellets from the
auxLliary exploders wore scattered ever the roof*
Pistols were not fitted to this bomb. Orator
profi.e exhibits sharacteristic anvil shape,
indiating that the bomb bod4 struek agail t the
back edge of crater upon rioocheting.

(12) Tr&SI =4 (U.O00-.1b. gall Tall Po• frce 5,000 ,otro)s
Lancaster aircraft dropped two east Tall Boys from
5,000 feet (striking volocity 600 feet per second),
scoring two hita, with results as semn below, Crater
profiles are given in Inclosuc 9,

(a) PLA No.JUL This bomb struck on a pile of sand
bags on top of a 4-l/2 moetr roof slab having bow-
string truss reinforcing. The bomb penetrated
31-40, breaking up with noes section reaining in
o crater &id base section rebounding 300 feet, A
fraga nt from the nose sectiou, measuring 5 feet
long, wu found near the orator. One body frag-
mint attached to the base plate measured 3 feet
in length (see Inolosure 7, page 52), Two oeplod-
ewe were intact in the base platep the third
exploder had been broken off but had not blown.
The pistol (w:Lth delay ellment) fitted to the
exllode" tube which brkoe, had functioned prior
to examiation, The other two pistols funstioutd
after approximately 60 minutes delay.

(b) JNo9 This bomb struck on the 4-4/2 moter
roof at the junction of two roof slabs, onae
having short span concrete truss raeinforaing, the
other concrete bowstring truss reinforeinS. The
bemb broke up en impact and the nose and base
sections ri•coeheted off the roof to the West of
the badlding and wort not recovered. Several
large froaoents fro& the baob boo were found
on the roof near the crateor. (Soe Inolosure 7,
pg 53). The bomb penetrated 2-.7". Orator
profile shows the characteristic anvil shape on
tie back clope, indicating that the bomb bod -O
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had struck on the crater edge on ricocheting.
Several of the recovered fragments showed that
the bomb had been denited near the base.

(13) Trial XXIb (12O00-].b. fabric ted Tall Boy from 5000
feetli Having found that the cast Tall Boys broke up
when dropped from as low as 5000 feet, it was desir•.
able to drop the fabricated Tall Boys frog the same
altitude to find out whether they too would break up.
The purpose of the various subdivisions of Trial XXI
was to find out from what altitude the fabricated
Grand Slams and Tall Boys could be dropped and not
break up. Since nine of the twelve available
fabricated Grand Slams had alrea# been expended
in Trial It from 20,000 feet, and five of the ten
available fabricated Tall Boys had been expended in
Trial XI from 20,000 feet, the cast Tall Boys had
been used in Trials In and Mia in an atteapt to
find the critical release altitude. It was inadvis-
able to release much bleow 5000 feet as the striking
anSle would reach the value at whicb ricochet would
be curtain to occur. Three of the five rmaining
fabricated Tall Boys were therefore dropped from

M000 feet by Lancaster aircraft flying at a true
airspeed of 175 miles per hour, scoring two hits, th.
first breaking up, the second remaining intact. A
description of the hits is given below. Crater
profiles are given in Inclosure 9.

(a) Plo go,02 This bomb struck on a 4-1/2 meter
roof slab having concrete bowstring truss reain-
forcing. The bomb penetrated 39-1" and broke up.
The none section ricochoted off the roof to the
North side of the building and was not recovered.
One observer who saw the nose section ricochet,
judged it to be about two ealib,' .s long. Sections
from the base of the bomb were found on the roof.
The base ring had separated fro& the bomb bocy
at the rear weld despite the fact that additional
beads of welding material had been added e.-
tenally ovir the original rear weld to furnish
additional strength. Inclosure 7, page 54, shows
views of the break at the rear weld. Recovered
fragments from the bomb body indicated that the
bomb had been dented near the base. The crater
profile exhibited a slight anvil shape on the
bask slope. This bomb was not fitted with ewm
ploders or pistols.

(b) Plot X9. 1041 This bomb struck on the 7 meter
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roof. The bomb penetrated 31-90,, ricocheted out0
of the crater and came to rest 130 feet beyondp
in the orater of a Disney bomb previously
dropped (Plot No. 37), The bomb was intact but

* ~dented on the side wall where the rear taper
begins. The maximum depth @1 this dent was
three inches. The bomb was not fitted with
explodere or pistols. The crater was open on one
side as the bomb struck close to the edge where
the 7 meter roof tezuinates, and the 4-1/2
metor roof continues.* This bomb had been
strengthened by welding extra beads on the inside
of the bsmb over the rear weld. The reason for
the external reinforcing on the bomb of Plot No,
102 was that the bab had already been leaded
with wax filler at the tine the decision w"s
made to strengthen the bomb. One other bomb
had been externally reinforced but it missed the
target.

(14) Trie LIc (22 0-b, farcted Grand 31aa from
o,5 feet a Two of the three remaining fabricated

Grand Slams were dropped by L-ancaster aircraft from
4,9750 feet (striking velocity 600 feet per second) at
a true air speed of 200 miles per hour., scoring two
hits,, one bomb breaking up,, the other remaining intact
an described below, Crater profiles are given in
Inolesaur 9.

(s) Elot No. 961 This bomb struck on the 4.-1/2
atte roof slab having bowstring truss reinforen
ing. The bomb penetrated approximately 51- 2 11 and
cae to rest'in the crater intact,, at en angle
of 20 degrees to t.he hiariamtal. The bomb had
slid bask about 1-1/2 feet fromt its most forward
position,, leaving an impression of the nose in
the forward slope of the crater (see Inclosure
'79 page 58). The base of the bomnb was resting
on the bask slope of the crater. A dent in the
bomb body had occurred three to four feet from
the base, one inch deep. This dent was upper-
most on the bomb,, indicating that it had maden
one-half of a revelationa before coming to rest
after the bom body struck on the crater edge.
The base plate waa removed from the bomb and the

A ~filler reamaied fro& the inside :in the vicinity
of the dented area. Mo signs of an interncal
crack were found. Each of the three exploder
tubes showed a flue crack at the weld,, but the

eloders had not blown. The auxmiliary exploders
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had crape'd up at the base end but had not bloew
Pistols had not been fitted to this bomb.

(b) Plot No. 97: This bomb struck o*k a 4-1/2 meter
roof slab having bowstring truss reinforcing.
The bomb penetrated 4 feet, broke up and ricochet-
4d out of the crater. The nose section, aeasur-

Ing mrs than one-half the total length of ths
bomb, fell to the ground West of the building,
A fine crack in the asing was noted on the in-
side surface running forward toward the nose.
This crack did not extend through the metal to
the outer surfacee The base of the bomb remain-
ad on the roef near tne crater. The same character-
istie break at the rear weld had occorred (see
Incloaure 7j, page 60) as in the other fabricat-
ed Gramd S3am end Tall Boy drops. Large freg-
ments from the bomb body were scattered on the
roof ahead of the crater. Some of these shwed
that denting of the cue had occurred. One
One exploder tube was intact in the base plate,
and one was cracked and one was broken. Mena
had blown. The enziliary exploder. were scatter-
ad on the :oof, unberned.

(15) Trial MeI. (Fabrlcated Grand Olm- from 10.00 test)a
Since the cast Tall Boys had boon dropped from 10,000
feet as well as froa 5000 feet, it wu desivablo to
eomplete the Tall Boy oomparison by dropping the last
remaining fabricated Grand Slam bomb from 10,000 foot.
ThIs was accomplished by a Lancaster airplane, and a
hit was scered on the 4.-1/2 meter roof oa the slab 7
coonaining the craters of Plot tos. 10 and '2. This
bomb (Plot No. 113) broke up oampletely. The nose
section was not found. The base was found about 25
feet from the crater, Again the base ring had separat-
ed 0roa the bmb ba4 at the rear circumferential
weld. (Boo I•nlosurv 7, page 61). Two exploders had
broken off flush uwit the base plate and one had
broken off at the weld. Ther, were no signs of
ignition of the exploder*. Pistols were not fitted
to this baob. The crater of this bomb in not well
defined as it overlape the orators of several other
bodbe. Penetration me mwasured to be 51-20. The
back slope of the crater, rUhch was well defined,
exhibited the characteristic anvil ahape previously
noted for ricocheting bombs. Fragmnts indicated
that eovere denting of the casne had occurred.

(16) ral W4 (Fabricated Tal Boy fr< 10.O00 feet):
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(a) The last two remaining fabrioated Tall Boys were
also dropped by Lancaster aircraft from 10,000
feet to complete the comparison at this altitude.
One hit was soared (Plot No. 114), the hit occurr-

//' / ing on the roof mlab on uhich the fabrioated
S/ / '7QGrand Slam, Plot No. 113, struck. The bomb pens-

trated 51-8" remaining in the orator intact, at
an angle of eight degrees to the horisontal.
About 2-1/2 feet of the nose was buried under a
le•ge raised by the boub. The boab was not
visibly deforsod or craoked. Pieteol and ex -

plodors were not fitted to the bomb. This bomb
had been strengthened by a stainless austenitic
weld added to the inner surface of the bomb over
the original roar weld.

(17) SumIM of Grand SlUP and Tll Bo& hit01

(a) Following is a tabulation of the average pene-
trations obtained from all the Tall Boys and
Grand 81ame dropped on these trials a

Altitude Trial Bomb No. of Bomb@ Avg. Remarks
DRMSD Hits Ponetr.

20,o00 In cast ta Boy 4 51-70 All bombs broke
up

XI Fab. Tall Boy 5 0 - Missed target

IX Fab. Grand 8lam 9 3 70-80 All bomb@ broke
, uD in orator

10,000 MaI Cast Ta&1 Boy 3 2 31-90 Both bombs broke
up, riooohoted

,XId Fab. Tall Boy , 2 1 50-4." Bomb intact
in orator

WIe Fab. Grid $1am 1 5'-2, boke up,
rilliabto*5,0000 ... a Cast Tall Boy 3 2 3'-0" Poth bomb* braok
up, one riosebotod

IMb ab. ?all Boy 3 2 31-'5 One intact, one
broke up, both
rioooheted

47,750 MeI Fab. GrwAn Slamt 2 2 41-74 One intact in
orater, One broke

(b) The ost Tall Boy is definitely weaker tb.An the
modified fabricatod Tall Boy and cannot oven W.tb'-
stand a drop from 5,000 feet. Becaue of its
greater tandeney to break up, the posetratioa
at a given altitude is leoa than for the fabri-
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cated Tall Boy. Both the fabricated Tall Boy
and the fabricated Grand Slam have an even chance
of remaining intact when dropped to give a strik-
ing velocity of 600 feet per second. All three
have a twndency to ricochet when dropped from
10,000 feet or lower.

(18) Trial No. XVIII (22.000-lb. SAP Amason. T2S): The
American 22,000-lb. SAP (T28) bomb, known as the Amazon,
was produced in an effort to obtain the maximum possible
case strength and penetration consistent with adequate
explosive capacity. This bomb has the same overall
length as the Grand Slaa; has a smaller diameter, 38
inches compared with 46 inch" ; a greater wall thick-
ness, three i.nches compared with 1.75 inches and a
thicker nose. The bomb consists of a forged steel
nose, forged base, and four body sections welded to-
gether along six circuaferential welds. The rear weld
joining the bass ring to the body is a stainless
austenitic weld. A comparison of the size of this bomb
with the other bombs dropped on this project is given
in Inclosure 3, Page 1. Project "Ruby* B-29 aircraft dropped
twelve Amazons, each equipped with three unarued T723
fusee, inert adapter boosters, and no auxiliary boosters.
Four more were dropped with one each composition "A"
auxiliary booster but without fuses. The release
altitude was 17g,00 foet in order to obtain the same
striking velocity aa the 2000-lb. SAP bombs dropped
from 26,000 feet (.1.00 feet per second). It was
thought that this bot would not break up at this
altitude beeause so of the 2000-lb. SAP bombs did
not break up at this striking velocity. (The 2000-
lb. SAP bomb is &pproximately half scale model of the
Amazon bomb; when reduced to the same scale, the two
bomb@ have practically the asae diameter, wall thick-
ns&4 and length). Of fourteen bombs dropped at the
target, ten hits were obtained. Two additional boebe
had to be ealvoed into the North Sea because of
malfunctioning of the D-9 shackle. In these two cases,,

Sthe A-4 release failed to exert sufficient force to
actuate the shackle when loaded with the mason bomb.
7The cause of this failure is given in Inclosure 15.
Of the ten masons which hit the target, four
perforated the 4-1/2 meter roof. These bombs broke up
"on secondar7 impact within the building. Of the six
bombs whicl, did not perforate, one broke up in the
crater on the 4.-1/2 meter roof, two hit on edge@ of
the periscope towers and broke up, and three remained
intact after partial penetration of the seven meter
roof. A description of each individual hit is given
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below. Crater profiles are given in Inolocure 9.

(a) Plot No. 95: This bomb struck an the 4,--l/2
metor roof over the look chamber. The ,ozab
perforated the roof close to the North wall
of the building and dropped into the water-
filled leok chamber, 36 feet deep. Roof
reinfoicing consisted of bowstring eomrtete
trusses. Inclosure 7,, page 63, shows the
hole made in the roof. A diver was sant
down to this bottom of the lock chamber to
inspect the bomb. The diver found that the
bomb had broken up# the none section being at
least five or six feet in length. The bomb
had mid. a 3 foot deep orator at the bottom of

I - the lock chamber on the North side under the
perforation hole and had bounced forward and
laterally too the Soath side of the chamber,
The base of the bomb was not lecated. Arrange-
&onto were made to pump oat the water of the
chamber to find the base of the bamb, but this
operation had not been cooleted by the time
the toot was terssinated.

(b) Plot No, 100 t This bomb struek on the 4-1/2
meter roof on a slab having ooncrete bowstring
trues reinforcing. The bob perforated the
roof,, carrying fin assembly with its struak on
the concrete floor of the building and broke up.
From the appearance of the orater made an second-.
ary impacts it was Judged that the bomb bad
struck an its side, Neitsuroments showed that

the bomb had bean deflected as it perforated the

; of

seconda.rterpact at grond level was approximately
IS foot left of the exit hole in the eilig
Inclosure 7. page 65o shows the underneath
surface of the roof. The lower chords of four
bowstring trusses were severely dmged mad di-
flected downward. One was moderately damiAged
and one slightly damaged. The upper chords of
three of the trusses were severed by the bomb.
The reinfowaling rods of thaen mers cam be
seen in thc photograph of the orater, Inslosuz
7, page 6. The front section of the buii
measured 66-1/i inchei divm nose to the nearest
broken edge,, although a crack ran to within
56 inches of thte nose. (Se Intloaev 7, pate
66). The longest section measur.d 110 inches
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in length. The base of the bomb was found
about 300 feet beyond the nose, in the direction
of the heading. The base ring had separated
from the bomb body along the eireimferontial weld
for a distance of 12 inches; the rest of the break
being in the aetal of the rear section of the
bomb body, and for 12 ixuches in the aetal of the
base ring. The three 'uses were intact in the
baso plate, one being ba•y1 deformed. These were
sent to Pitcatiany Are•an. for axsmination. The
inert adaptor boosters were intact in the base
plate. (Soe Inclosurs 7, page 66)

(a) P .101s This bomb struck on the Northeast
corner of *the Ia per-soope tover and fell to
the groand on the North side of the oledingg
The bomb probably broke up sn striking the tower.
The orator in the ground was elongated in the
direction of flight, and a few fra ts were
recovered from the orater. A Aieooo of the base
ring was found just beyond the forward edge of
the orator, with a frasturs indieating that the
rear weld had again faleod. A piece of nose
section six inches thick at the front end and
four inches thek at the rear was found in front
part of orator. The nose was not foued. The
corner of the perisoope tower was er-aked over
a radius of 15 feet. Roof reinforcing consisted
of steel trusses. These, however, were not
exposed.

(d) P This bomb struck on the 4.-1/2
aster roof on a roof slab having 60 an. I-b1am
reinforcing. The bomb penetrated to a depth
of 120-0s, and broke up into large fral•mts in
the orator, The anglo of penetration was approxi-
mately 30 degrees. The ceiling was seabbed
between four I-beam. Two of the beoe were
deflected three feet downward, one being broken.
(eoe Inclosure 7, page 70). It is tbmuht that
the resistance of the I-beas contributed to
the break-up of the bomb. On- body frauent of
the boab asavurin 71-6v long,, sueairma• at
rear, had a portion of the base riUg attabekd.
(Soo Llosure 7, page 69). On me side the
base ring had broken y froa the bomb bodi
through the weld. The di•merter ro*ass the .ini-

' circular parton was 39 inhes, one inch greater
than the orIginal bomb diameters indieating that
the rear of the bomb body had been deformed by
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the impact before break-up occurred. Mnother
fragment reoovered from the orator, also from
the rear portionr of the bomb, showed a break
along the'rea iteld for a distance of 30 inches.
The nose and base plate were found in the orator.
The recovered pieces, constituting practically
the entire bomb, were shipped to Watertou Arsenal
for exam4ntion. The fuses and damaged adapter
boosters were shipped vith the base plate.

(s) no&No.1 This bomb struck en the seven
meter roof 15 feet Uast of an unfinished section
whore the roof steps domi to 4-1/2 meters. A
orator 10 feet deep, open at front end, was
formed. The bcab came to rest in the crater,
intact and undeformed, at an angle of 15 degrees
to the horisental. The bomb had turned 20
degrees to the right. The tail assembly had
telescoped into the base plato. (S$s Inolosuro
7, page 72), anm had to be out away to reoevYr
the three fuses which were intUst. These were
rmved and shipped to Pioatinny Arseaal for
eamdnation. Inspeotion of the roof slab showed
that an optn orack with origin at point of impact
exte••ed laterally from the orator edge to the
North edge of the building.

(f) Plot No. 1091 This bomb struek against the East
wall of the West perisoope tower ner a eorier
(see Inelosure 7, pame 73), and broke up into
a large number of fragments hibsch rebounded and
fell over a wide area including the village of
Fargo. In strikicng the periscope towr,, the
bomb exposed one of the 100 om. -ebeam used as
reinforcing in the roof slab. This LAmbe was
dented on the upper Ilange and bore marks of
metal to metal impact. The bomb boV probably
broke up as the result of side impact against
this I-boom. Inelosuro 7# page 74, shows esm
of the fragmnts reeovertd free the bmbo The
base plato was broken, as well as the base ring.
Ot.er fraients had passed thro"Uh the walls of
heu8L3 in the villaog, over 5GO lards from the
point of impab. One adapter booster was intact
in the boso plat*, one was brokom off and one
was missing. Two fuse were reeovered and shipped
to Picat:Lmy Arsenml for iaination. The thirdfuse was not fomd.

( logNo 116~.L.~iL This bomb struek en the 4-1/2
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meter roof on the same roof section as Plot No.
95. The bomb perforated the roof and produced
a crater on the concrete floor beside the lock
chamber. (See Inclosure 7, page 76). The bomb
broke up on secondary impact, the nose section
dropping into the water of the lock chamber.
Inoloeure 7, page 76, shows the hole in the roof
made by the bomb. The lower chord of one bow-
string truss was completely severed, one was
badly damaged and deflected downward four or
five feet and three others were scabbed. The
base of the bomb was found alongside the lock
chamber, 150 feet ahead of point of secondary
impact. The break had occurred in the metal of
the bomb body near the rear weld. (See InTlosure
7, page 77). At no point was the weld exposed.
Fuses and adapter boosters were not fitted to
this bomb. One auxiliary booster was fitted,
filled with composition "A". This booster was
found on the floor of the upper level of the lock
chamber. It was crushed at one end but had not
blown.

(h) Plot No. 117t This bomb struck on the 4-1/2
meter roof over the look chuaber, producing a
perforation followed by secondary impact on esmms
steel trusses intended for fabrication of the
lock gates. Inclosure 7, page 78,, shows the
crater on the roof and a view looking down
through the perforation. Inclosure 7, page 79,
shows the dauage to the ceiling. The lower chords
of two bowstring trusse were severed, three were
badly deflected downward and one was sliEhtly
scabbed. The break-up of this bomb was more
complete than in the case of the previoto perfo-
rations. The base ring had separated from the
bomb body, and had broken. Inspection showed
that the rear weld had failed. The auxiliary
booster had dropped into the water of the lock
chamber.

(i) Plot No. 1128 This bomb struck on the West
periscope tower roof directly over the 3outh
wall of the tower. At the point of impact, the
roof thickness waa sevan meters in two layers of
3-V/2 estors each. The bomb cleared off the top

* layer for a distance of one-third to one-half of
the lengtb of the slab aid ricocheted to the main
roof, deflecting to the left, and falling flat.
The bomb remained intact, but was slightly dented
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near the rear of the body. The bomb was out
open at the base for examination of the composition
"A* booster. This was found to be in satis-
factory condition. Inclosare 7, page 81, shows
a view of the undamaged bomb. Penetration on
the tower roof was 3-1/2 motors (ll1-60).

(j) Plot No. 119s This bomb struck on a narrow roof
slab of seven meters thieknoss. The bomb pene-
trated 12 feet, breaking up the slab across the
inarro dimension. The bomb turned 90 degrees in
the crater, pointing approximately North. This
bomb was dropped on a heading of 260 degrees.
The c•om was intact as far as could be determined.
Izeslsue 7, page 83. sheow the crater and the
bomb buried in th" debris, lying in a horizontal
position.

(19) sUary of Tral ,111,:

(a) Of ton mason hit*, only three are usabl, for a
easure of penetration. These are Plots 107,

118 and 119%, which occurred on the seven motor
roof. The othorc either perforated the 4-1/2
meter roof, hit on eorsers, or broke up in tke
crater. The average of these throe exeaples
gives a vertical penetration of 11-20. The pene-
tration proected by the formula of Ineosare 14,
page 2, is 10'-70. The aetusl penetration of
the mason is csmparable with that of the Disney
without rocket assist; but beeause of the large
diomter, the Amaon perforated the 4-1/2 meter
roof in every instance (except for one whihe broku
up in the crater), while the Disney never perfe-
rated without rocket assist. This iG in agree-
ment with the formula for perforation given in
Inolossre 14, page 4. This formula gLives for the
mason a perforation limit of 15'-101 for a
vertical penetration of 1l22". It might appear
that the Amason bomb, if it did not break up an
impact, could be made to perferate the seven
motor reef 1W' dropping it from higher altitudes.
Using the penetration and perforation foraulas,
it is found that a release from 35,000 feet would
increase the penetration 50%, thus raising the
perforation limit to 22 feet. The bomb would
still fail to perforate the 23 foot roof even
if it were strong enough to withstand the
higher striking veloclty. Othr alternatives area
use rocemt assist, decrease bamb diameter, or both.
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(b) The condition of the sight recovered T723 fuses
and adapter boosters is described in a report
furnished b7 Picatiniy Arsenal, copy of which is
attached as Inclosurs 16. All but one fuse had
successfully withstood impact on concrete. The
one fuse which failed had fired its primer when
the fus. body was crushed by secondary impact.
The boab from which this fuse wa~ recovered had
broken up. The Picatinny Arsenal report further
indicates that the M39 Special Primer used in
this fuse is not reliable. Two primer failures
occurred out of nine primer detonators tested
from a lot which was loaded at the same time
that the Projeotuby'T723 fuses wore lo&ded.

(20) Trial =X (1650-lb. Model Bombs)t These bombs were
made from the cases of Disney bombs by reducing the
outer diameter, increasing the inner diameter, reduc-
ing the length, and changing the nose shape. The
result is an experimental British model of a 12•,000-1b.
CP/RA bomb. The model was fitted with a conventional
cylindrical fin instead of a rocket motor assembly.
The bomb was designed by Mr. H. L. Pugh, Director of
the British Road Research Laboratory. The bomb and
the theory on which its design is based is covered in
MW Report No. 475,- "Design of Anti-concrete Bombsa.
Sinco the Disneys usod in Trials I and III were
found to have flaws in the nose, each bomb case to
be made into a model bomb was X-rayed for flaws be-
fore machnin'. The purpose of this trial was to
determine the altitude at which this bomb would begin
to break up. Three bombs were dropped by Lancaster
aircraft from 9,600 feet (striking velocity 800 feet
per second), scoring three hits. The bombs bent but
did not break up. The altitude was then incroasoe to
15,600 feet (striking velocity 1000 foot per second),
and nine bombs were dropped, scoring one hit. This
bomb also bent but did not break up. This in as far
as the Trial had progrossed at the time Project "Ruby"
returned to 3glin Field. Subsequently, two drops were
made from 20,000 feet (striking velocity 1100 feet
per second), scoring one hit. (Plot No. 129). In
this case the bomb fell flat because the tail structure
had cane loom. The bomb had dented on one side and
creaked on the side opposite. Further drops at
18,000 foot were then to be made, with precautions
taken to inswu that the tail structure did not
break away. Following is a description of each hit.
Crater profiles are given in Inalosure 9.
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(a) Plot No. 11Ot This bomb, dropped from 9,800
feet, struck on the North wall of the target,
denting the wall as shown. in Inelosure 7, page
84. The bomb glanced off the wafl, hit the feot-
ing, a rebounded 300 feet, striking an its nose
on a eoncrete platform, and making a sall round
dent in the concrete. The bomb was badly bent
into an 08" shape. (Sme Ineloswe 7, page 85).
The bomb was flattened at the base, and the base
plate had broken off. This bomb withstood a
tremendous amount of side stresn.

(b) Plot No. 111I This bomb dropped from 9,600 feet,
struck on the 4-1/2 meter roof on a slab having
bowstring truss reinforcing. The bomb made a
crater 39-3" deep and bounced to the crater edge
intact, but considerably bent. Inclosure 7,
lae 86, shows the crater and the condition of
the bomb after impact.

(o) Plot op. 112: This bomb, dropped from 9,600 feet,
struck on the 4-1/2 aster roof at the Junction of
two roof slabs. Again the bomb bounced to the
crater edge, bent but intact. Crater depth was
31-20. Inelosure 7, page 88, shows views of the
crater and bomb.- Both bombs which hit fro& thi
altitude had been bowed two to three inches out
of line by the impact.

(d) Plot Nos •8 This is the only bomb dropped fm
the 15,600 foot level whioh trusek the target.
This bomb popetrated 4 0-4a, and bounced oat of the
orater, coming to rest 50 feet away, intast. The
bomb bo# was bowed 3-3/4 inches eat of line.
Views of the bomb and crater are given in nncl'
osure 7, page 89. Impaot oecurred on a roof
slab with bestring truss reinforaing.

(21) BMary of Trial =# It appears that the suse strength
of the model bomb is great eneagh to resist breaking up
when dropped to reach a striking velocity of 1000 tes
per second, but the ratio of length to dimater is tooe
great, 8.5 compared with 7,9 for the Di•ney; hence,
"the tendency for the bomb body to bend and bwonce eat
of the Grater.

"(22) F Two bomb plots have been prepared
for the a tageot. One hows only those beats
dropped b7 Project "Outb" aircraft (Insloeas 6, page
2). This plot shows the looation of impac"ts 9o
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bombs dropped, including both hits and mies". light
ef the bombs (Plots 18 to 25, inclusive) were 100-1b.
practice bombs, dropped to check bombing equipment.
The number of hits was 40, giving an overall percent-
age of hits of 41 per cent. If the 2000-lb. SAP bombs
dropped from 26,250 foot are excluded as being erratic
in flight, the percentage of hits becomes 38 out of
74 bombs dropped or 51 per cent. The percentage of
hits with Amason bombs was 71 per amet. The last
shipment of four Aasonw ms dropped with 100 per
cent accuracy, as all hit the target. The other bomb
plot, Inclosure 6, page lp shows only those bombs
which hit the target and includes those dropped by
Lancastere as well as those dropped by Project
"Ruby* aircraft. Practice bomb hits are not shown.
-On this plot there are 53 hits, including two which
hit on the footing, and one which hit an the wall.
There are several close near misses, including a
Grand Siam bomb, Plot No. 13.

b. Heligeland Trialsx

(1) Taroet The Heligoland target consists of a reinfore-
eC concrete U-boat shelter 506 feet long and 310 feet
wide. The roof thickness is 10 feet. The shelter is
constructed partly over water and partly over land.
The portion bu•lt over the water is divided into
three pens, to admat submarines. Each pen measures
340 feet long and 70 feet wide. The portion on land
contains machine shops and testing equipment. The
two side walls have windows with provision for hinged
steel shutters. The roof is built with a 10 foot over-
hang. The height of the structure is 37 fet above
ground level. Roof reinforcing consists of l and 1/2%
steel bars running lengthwise and eros mise at top
and bottom of each roof slab, as well as vertical bars.
At the center of the roof is a circular emplacement
containing radar equipment. This made a convenient
aimig point for the tri4s. Altogether 133 bombs
were dropped at Heligoland, and 45 hits were scored.
(See Inaleonre 12, page 1). All bombing was accomplish-
ed from 20,000 feet altitude with B.17 aircraft.

(2) Trial (DiMney. with 70I30 Shellite): In the initial
trial at Heligoland a 70/30 mixture of Shellite (picric
aoid/di•itrcphenol) was used in Disney Bombs dropped
without rocket assist. The bobs were to be unfused
and without emploders. Ton bombs were dropped,
seoring four hits (Plot* 1 to 4), three of which per-
forated the roof, and the fourth went through the edge
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of the overhang. All four bombs fell through to the 0
water and were not recovered. There were no indications
of break-up of the bombs, nor of detonation of the
filler. Photographs of the perforations are given in
Inclosure 13, pages 1 to 4.

(3) Trial V.(Diany mith JALAa 64/20116): In the
next trial, the Disneys wore filled with a mixture of
RDI, aluminum powder, and wax in the proportions 64/20/
16, Of 12 bombs dropped, without rocket assist, five
hits were obtained (Plots 5 to 9). All five bombs per%-
forated the roof, three dropping into water of the pens
and two dropping into the shop area at the rear. These
latter two bombs were found intact after oratering in
basement floor. Photographs of the hits on this trial
are given in Inclosure 13, pages 5 to 11. There was
no indication of breakup of bombs nor of detonation of
the filler.

(4) Trial 111! (Disney with M /.Al/ax. 68/2/12): In
this trial, the percentage of RED was increased to 66
per cent, with the percentage of wax dcreased to 12
per cent. Ten Disney* without reeket assist were
dropped with this more sensitive filler, and two hits
were scored (Plots 10 and 11). Both hits produced
perforations in the roof over the pens. One fell
through to the water, the other lodged in the concrete
floor at the foot of the wall separating the pens from
the shop area. The base of this bomb was 18 inches
beneath the floor level, at an angle of 20 dogrees to
the horisontal. There were no indications that either
bamb had broken up and no signs of detonation of the
filler. Photographs of the craters and perforations
are given in Inclosure 13, pages 12 and 13.

(5) Trial XVI (Disneys with TNT) The next trial consisted
or Disneys with TNT filler. Twelve bombe were dropped
without rocket assist and five hits were obtained (Plots
12 to 16). All hits reeslted in perforations of the
roof over the pens. No bombs were recovered. There
were no sidgs of breakup of these bombs nor of detenation
of the filler. Photographs of tUs perforations are
given in Inclosure 13, pages 14 to 20. One bomb (Plot
No. 13) oase through the roof between supperting
pill&ar, struck the edge of the pillar, and buried
beneath the floor of the eatwalk of the pea. One
bomb of this trial uhioh maissed the target an the North
side went through the roof of a steam tunnel leading to
the building. The bomb struck againat the wall of the
tunnel and apparently broke up, as a tail fraepet was
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found with an impact type of fracture. The TNT
filler must then have been set off by the break-up, ana

the detonation progressed from low order at the base to
high order toward the nose. Both low order and high
order type fragments were recovered. The metal ring
which fits over the base of the bomb was found with six
inches of the threads torn off. The ring itself was badly
defomed. The rocket fuse pot, rocket motor plate, and
one pistol were also found in the tunnel. (See Inclesure
13, page 21). The pistol was unexpected, ap the Progreame
of Trials specified that fuses were not to be fitted.
Project "Rubyg Ordnance Officer's records were checked and
it was found that Disney bombs on Trials I, V, XIII, XVI
and U, were dropped with pistols containing dummy
detonators and live percussiov caps.

(6) Trial XgJ (Disneys with RDX/TNT/AI/Wax/carbon black.
2V60/1201612), In this trial, a 20/60/20 mixture o0"
RDI, TNT, Aluminum powder was further mixed with wax,
and ,carbon black an in the Disney bombs. Tan
bombs were dropped2ithout cket assist, scoring three
hits (Plots 17-19). a the hits produced perforations
in the roof over the pens, the third perforated the roof
overhang. The bombs were not recovered. Ther* were no
indications of detonation of the filler. Photographs
of these perforatiorns are shown in Inclosure 13, pages
22 to 24.

(7) Trial IV (Disneym with RDI/TNT/WaxVCarbon Black, 20/
80/10/2): In this trial, a 20/80 mixture of RDX and TNT
was mixed with wax and carbon a used in Disney
bombs. Ten bombs were dropped ,ithoat)rocket assist,
and four hits were scored. (Plots 20-23). Three hits
resulted in perforations of the roof and the fourth per-
forated the roof overhang. No bombs were recovered, a
one fell through to the water, two buried into inacoes-
sible parts of the basement, and one buried in a tunnel
after perforating a one inch steel plate on the ground,
There were no signs of detonation of the filler.

(8) Trial XX (Disneys with Picratol): In this _t,•alt 12
Disneys with picratol filler were droppe rocket
assist, and five hits were scored (Plota 33-37), three
with rocket assist functioning, and two in which the
rockets failed to function. All bombs which hit per-
forated the roof. One bomb was recovered in the
machine shop area which had perforated the roof of the
middle pen., struck against a pillar and ricocheted,
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perforating the wall between the pens and the machine
shop area. From aerial photographs and Ordnanceo
records, this bomb was identified as eoming from the
perforation, Plot No. 33. There were no signs of
detonation of the filler for any of the hits on this
trial.

(9) Trial XVII (2.000-lb. SAP bombs with Pioratol)t In
this trial, I7T 103 bombs with picratol filler were
dropped(withoiR 111 and nine nits were scored.
(Plots 2-32). -in ree iustances the bombs broke
up upon impact and the filler went off low order,
scattering picratol over a wide area on the roof.
(Plots 27, 28, and 32). Aerial photographs taken
during impact of Plot 32 further oonfirm that this
bomb detonated (see Inclosure 13, page 43). Fraw
ments recovered from two of thee. three beams exhibit-
ed impact type fractures rather than explosion type
fractures. The third bosh was not recovered. The
other six bombs which struck the roof were intact,
but three were dented near the rear lug in a manner
similar to the drops on Trial VI at Fargo. Penetrations
varied from 21-6w to 31-81, and averaged 31-1. This
is the sa s the average obtained in Trial VI.
Photographs of the eraterr are given in Inelosure 13,
pages 34 to 42.

(10) Trial XXII U2M.-Db SAP boubs with Picratel and live
fus)t Tke final trial at Heligoland was arranged
to test the effectiveness of the pieratol filled
2000-lb. SAP beab when fused with 1/10 second delay
fuses.* Twenty bombs were dropped, and eight hits
were scored. (Plots 38-"5). Crater photographs are
given in Inclosure 13, pages 44 to 52. None of the
hits resulted in perforations of the roof. Craters
were only slightly deper (361 to 45) than for the
previous trial, but the roof was scabbed in some
instances. Cne bomb hiton the overhang, and blow a
hole through it. There was one dud, (Plot Mo. 41),
and one low order detonation (Plot No. 44). One near
miss also functioned low order. A base plate was
found near the crater of Plot No. 44. This base plate
was complete with fuse. The inner end of the fuse
ae crushed. The base plate contained wires stripped
from the threads of the bomb boo threads. The in-
fereace is that this bomb landed flat and squeesed
out its base plate before fuse functioning. The boot
then ricocheted and scattered its filler, burning low
order. The photograph, Inclosure 13, page 514 show
an aerial view of this impact,
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(11) Summary Heiglan Trials

(a) All of the types of explosive fillAeg toetod were
sufficiently insensitive to withstand impact an the
3 meter reef. All Disney baabe whisk hit the peas
either perforated the roof or the roof overhang with-
out detonating or breaking up. Ono TNlT filled
DisOne bomb whisk missed the target detonated u-n
aid* impact against a tunel wall. This bomb broke
up and deteoation follmwd upon secondary impact.

(b) Three unfused. picratel. filled 2000'-lb. SAP bombs
went off low order upon break-ap of the ease.
Hero initiationi of the adaptor booster au socondar7
impact probably caused the detonation.

(o) The piLomtol filled 2000-lb. SAP bombs, fuoed for
0.10 soo•en "Ian will not blow throgh 10 foot of
eonoroee, althouoh in sons easo scabbing of the
underside of the roof seure. This bomb will blm
through lesser thiskaiesso of esinrets mwk as the
roef overhang.
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TM M&MMA DATA

1. ThftTI•''•:

a. mty.--et*IM o omdted by authority of letter from
Hd, A. dte& 3 January 1916 to OG, AM Clenter.

2. DM OF "IVEC: 10 January 19116.

a. ircrt and persoanul wrived XMbi, D 15 Narah 1946.

b. First ushit nt of mebo (TU) &Wn arrived NWertm, bog1aid
20 Jwe IM14.

c. last Amon (T29) ad plormito1-f IIIed Dleq Bembe arrivai
)4bmri, U000n 7 July 19416.

4. Dz _TIM s IA: 25 Morch 19*.

5. D~I F0T L, XM 30 October 1916.

b. S•SWSItB: None.

7. FYNM : !47.6 boze.

a. ROM: Approuimately 100W boars.

g. LI5-Mo . A&7 3"A Project No. A474 . 'Tet of

¶Tal1 Wa Bomb Tastellet ton in 13.2n Airplane.

b. Pro.Uect No. Lml45-57. A* BIoard Project Mo. q4711, 'jeatt le
eAs for Attack of Jampan* Cares and Piflboe.2'

GoProject No. 1I454'67, AA0 Dowd Project No. 14726. 'mest at
SBoy sad Gremd 8a Installation in 33 Airpl•e.m

o. Project fo. '"VI452B, M Boadr Pro•ect No. 1t4.7 NPO MoMf
fttw*t of Airplane A~dpped with htterau% Imlab.'

.' Project No. Ly,45 m43, Ag Dowd Project No. Y4664, ftest of
un 1 BOO Lld t,", o-M Airtmma
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f. AA' Board Project No. )ibA)4fl.b6, "Study of the Requirements,
Eployment and Effectiveness of Large Bombs."

10. Sutjoect equipment has been tested only under temperate climatic
canditions.
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AIR £POVING G0.)CJ MC*AND
JGU.,N FP1., JLOil•k
(TICZ CF AC/S. A-3

15 August 1946

W&=: Program for Comparative Test of the Ufectiveness of Large
Bombs Against Eei-rforced Concrete Structures (Anglo-American
Bomb Tests - Project "Baby", Project 1. 1.46-7).

TO: Coiem ng Officer, Project "%by", Fglin Field, Florida.

1. GEMAL:

a. Descriotion.-This test is a joint British-American
project tc letni el concrete penetrating performance of large
bombs. The reidforced concrete Stamerine Assembb Plyrt at larg,
Germany, and the U-Boot Shelter on the island of Heligoland will be
used as targets. The target at Farge will be limited to drops with
inert loaded bombs because of the proximity of the village to tho
target. All drops with .E. loadg•d bombs will be carried out at
Heligoland which is uninhabited. The types of bombs to be tested
include the following:

(1) 2000-lb. SAP (M403)

(2) 45)0-lb. CP/BA (DPiney)

(3) 12,000.-lb. M.C. (Tall BoY) Both British and
Amrican versolns

(14) 22,000-lb. M.C. (Grand Slam) to be tested.

(5) 22.000-lb. SAW (Amazon)

(6) ••6-lb. model of 12,00o-lb. CP/UA

Both British and American aircraft will. be used to drop the above bombs.
British participation will inclde Lmreaster aircraft based at RAV

liStationg MiUldenhel, 3zlamiw. Ameial airenift participatirg wil
include seven B-llts and. three B-29's, the latter with bomb boy doo•r
modified to carry Tall Boy and Grand Slam bombs. Mw base of operatiom
and Beaqartere of Project %br" will be at RAT Station, )Erha.
3ugaLa. A detooheent of Project I1tV" will be maintainel at Awrge,
German. This detachent will oonsist of ssessors andi phot&a~pirts.

b. Priority: 1A.

c. Project Officar: Captain C. D. Relfsteck.
Assistant Project Officer: Dr. Howard 1. ENeoks.
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d., Test Officer: Lt. Dol. D. G. Rues

2. CJ3M:

To obtain information regarding the performances against
reinforced cownote of British and Aurican bombs of special aid
standard design, with particuler roetrsice to:

a. Penetration.

b. Case strength.

c. Insensitivity of exploder qstes.

d. Reliability of pistols saz fuses.

e. 1.nsiotivity of main fillings.

Test will be coalucted in acoordaacs with dlrective from
wD Rmber am- 3o/s. "20?/5 Am~ ated 5 march 1916 ,entitas&*
4lastructions for Trials at Farge and 3sligolva to Detersim ttb

Performance Of 4ecdA1 Robe sand Ounpoento hApizt Concrete Urpts~e
c*ff of vhob Is attached as In~olou'e Ye. 1.

aslto records will be kept by Nsadquartes, Projwct 'hb~l
of an bimb dropsol by ProJect %bkyO aircraft. fflow records will
exv typ and weight of bomb drMppd bomb seria umber, asfrplaw
serial umber, welease ultitude* true air sped, triaL nuk MA
location of bit. A report 4ill be witten for each malfunction at
bou relvase epipmsnt. 3Zerdfers will fill out o*W1st47 and
maintaina a file tt lorm 120 for sah issidon eoooml~sbad. Aeriel

1grg'il s ill be tW= of all Iqiats If practicable.

Us. Project %byW detdamt at large will ziatain o*Wl~t&
zwomoz at the remite of kitish and swisan bomb hits o both larg
aad, Selinland twegets. Dspth of ponstratica, ramter diamaiain.,
crater profiles, oriu at bem in flight a~d on Impact, coadition
aid angle at rest of WO~ after impate cowaltion of bomb compnemte
and filler ftwtiodw of pistol Mad fames fun. tiouing of rodcot
motor In the owne of Dismaw bombs, will be ieowoiid. Location of sa&h
bomb bit wil be obtained and plotted on a roof plmat O tbs tarot.
All records will loo sibotantlatel as far as possible by pbtog'alpbs.
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Prepered by:

captain, A.c.
Project Oficer

Preparfd by: O ýN 2# ý - eA.c~~
Hoard l. Heinecke
Pysicist
Assistant Project Crficer

Concurred in: ,,... Ol t

Lt. Co1., A.C.
Test Officer & CO. Project "Ru:br"

Approved ________________

Z. f. Stoddord
Lt. Col., A.C.

Chief. Sombing Branch
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR TRIALS AT FARGE AND HELIGOLAND
TO DETERMINE THE PRFOMMNCE OF SPECIAL BOWS

AN CPOMNWfTS AGAINbT CONCRETE TARGETS.

COPY ND._.

"Am - PROGRAM OF TRIALS.

"B" - ADMINISTRATIVE ARRANGEMENTS FOR TRIALS UNIT.

"C" - FARGE TARGET DATA AND RANGE ORDERS.

"D"- HELICOLAND TARGET DATA AND RANGE ORDES.

E"- ASSESSORS.

"F" - RESPONSIBILITIES OF RANGE OFFIC12, FARGE.

SIGNALS INSTRUCTIONS - BCKB-COMAND SIGNALS INSTRUCTION No. 31
(LIMTID DISTRIBUTION ONLY).

*ture and Scope of Trials.

1. The Air Ministry and the United States Arm Air Force Auth-
oritiss have decided that Trials be carried out to obtain informs-
tion regarding the performance of H.X. Bombs of special design,
with particular reference to: -

(a) Penetration.
(b) Strength of Cases.
(c) Insensitivity of Zxploder 8ystes.
(d) Reliability of Pistolm and Fuses.
(e) Insensitivity of Main Filling..

2. Arrangements have accordingly been made to use the rein-
forced concrete structure at FARM (G050 4416 M.3, Grid Reference
513143) situated 14 miles NRTH WEST of 3 , on the River WESER.
The FAROE Target will be used for Trials with IWT FILLE DBM
ONLY. Subsequent Trials with HIM VLCOSIVE FILLI) DP S, win be
carried out against the 1'U"-&ot Shelter at HMLI0LIA•.

/ Reaponsibility for Trials.Inclosure 2, page 5 57
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RSomunsibilit- for -a.

3. DWS COWMOD haa been charged with the operational re-
sponaibility for theme Trials. Air Crew, Maintenance crows, and
aircraft will be provided for the Trials as follows:-

(a) No.- 15 Squdron,. UnMflALL.

No. 1T - 8 Rounds.
NO. 11 - 5 Rounds.
Mo.XIX - lumber of Rounds not yet known.

(b) U.3.A.A.F. Detackmnt, MABMAM.

No. 1 12 Rounds.
Me.! -12 Rmads.
3o. V- 40 Rounds.
go. 1 -12 Rounds.
No. XI- 12 Rounds.
No.XlI- 12 Rounds.
No. XiV- 12 Rounds.
No. XV - 2 Rounda.
No. XV1- 12 Roads.
No.JV - so ROu.d.
No. ix- 4•Roun.a

For ftu details of the progame of Trials eee
Appendix RA.

4. This Instruction cancols the previous Instruction issued
under feadquarters, DU CCMKAD Reference DC/S.312•4/5 AUNT
dated 13th October,, 1945, as mnded by Headquarters, WIW COM-
MAW letter DC/S.33120/5 9A dated 19th Janvary, 1946, all eopies
of uhich are to be destroyed.

Am

5 JArrsangments have bee made tkrauj the Director Armament
Research and Developasat for the United States Army Air Foe*s
DetathmCet to carry out Practice BaW1zg with 100-lb Sand Fibled
Bimbs and Inert Filled CP/kA Ss at "FOD3. Before cam--
seaning Trials •sapnt t•e Target at FARM the Officer Comanding

theo America
Inelospure 2. page 6 59
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the American Detachment will contact Mr. FRAME, 3uper tendent,
ORFORDUl5, through the R.A.F. Liaison Officer at R.A.F. Station
MWiX, (Squadron Leader A. J. M1000), and arrange details of these
eercises, wh•1h are to be carried out from 20,000 ft. In ad-
dition to the fa&lities afforded at CRJ0ORDMI•3, Practice Bombing,
with Sand Filled Bombs, but MDT (P/Rk Smbe, nay be earrie4 out at
RUNFOR Bombing Range under arrangements to be ad@ with Head-
quarters,, No. 3 Group.

6. The Target for the INIRT FIILn Bomb Trials is to be the
reiiforced concrete structure at FMd ,, full details eof whis are
given in Appudix "*C.

7. The Target for the uI= Z0OSIII Filled Bomb Trials# is to
. be the U'O-Beat Shelter at RIUOOLAK), full details of *ieh are

Liaison Officenr.

8. Squadron Leader A. J. NOWT! is appointed ALiument Liaise
Officer with the United States Azu Air Force Detashimt at l.A.?.
Station, MAKRAM.

9. Flight Lieutenant C. H. UICES is appointed Armeait Liaism
Officer with No. 15 squadron, R.LA.. at R.A.F. Sttleas, MNMflDL.

As-seesors uand ee Staff.

10. Assessors and Range Staff are to be provided by the Direct-
or of Armament Resecrh and Development and the United State@ Arz
Air Force Authoritiies, in cooperation with Headquarters, SCOM
COMM, the Ordnance Deard, Crief Easineer Armasmet Design, Cief
Superintedent Armamen Research, the Anti-Concrete Cemmttes and
the load Research Laberatory. Nmos and telephome nabers ef the
Assessors are given in Appendix 00.

11. The Rspreaentative for the United States Arqr Air Fore.
Assessors is Colonel D. G. HM (U.8.A.A.Y. 0remeetat4ve &ram
OEJAWO, FLORIDA), Office Comandiag United State. Arq, Air Fwme.
Detachenmt, MAlIAM, and Offixer in charge ProJeot 'M33!.

12. the Range Party at YAM is under the eemmm of Wing
Commander GAI (D.Am.l.D's Staff). For the parpee of thee
Trials it is under the direct operatioml control of ,eadqaaterep

I. / im Am
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13. Details of the Range Party, establishmente, etc. are given
in Appendix "B".

14. The Range Party established at FARGE is under the adminis-
trative control of Headquarters, B.A.F.O. for the duration of the
?:-ials.

15. The responsibilities of the Officer Commanding Range Party,
FARE, are set out in Appendix "F".

16. The Commandant, Central Bomber EaLablishment, UARHAM, is
responsible for enasring that the Officer Commanding the United
States Army Air Force Detachment is fully acquainted with, and is
in possession of, all Instructions for Flying Control Procedure in
the British Islea, and all Local Flying Regulations which are in
force at MARHA.

17. The Officer Commanding U.S.A.A.F. Detachment, MARH&M, is
responsible for ensuring, in cooperation with the Coammandant, Cen-
tral Bomber Istablishment, MARHAM,-that United States Army Air
Force Crews are fully conversant with Flying Control Procedure and
Local Flying Regulations.

Conduct of Trials.

18. The Programme of Dropping is given at Appendix *AN, and is
to be strictly followed. The operating height for the Trials as
given in Appendix "A" is to be strictly observed. Divergencies
fxois the progmeae will be ranotioned by Headquarters, BOMBE COi-
MXA, if required.

O2ratiomAl Control andProcedure.

19. Headquarters, DOU COMMAS (Comand Armament Officer) -
Telephone Extension 297 - will be the coordinating authority for
these Trials and will inform the Deputy Director, Armament Develop-
mat (Bombs) - Ministry of Aircraft Production, when a strike has
been obtained on either Target.

20. The Deputy Director Aramsent Development (Bombs) will then
arrange for the Assessors to be asuembled and transported to the
Targets, and will inform Headquarters, DBOIR COWANj), of the

/ number of
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number of Assessors, and their expected time of arrival at BRE1
Airfleld (R.40) in order that the Officer Commanding Range Party at
FARGE may make arrangements for their accommodation, etc.

"21. Whenever a strike (or strikes) haa been obtained, there
will be a temporary suspension of bombing for at least 24 hours in
the case of FARGE and 48 houra in the case of HELIGOLAND, for tVi
purposes of asseamtent.

Headquarters, BOMBER COMMAND will advise MILDEINALL and
MARHAM hben aircraft should Stand Down.

22. The Officer Commanding R.A.F. Station, MILDEIIALL is re-
sponsible for:-

(a) The coordination of the Flying Programme for the Trials.
This requires close liaison and cooperation with the Officer Com-

anzding the United States Army Air Fores Detachment at MARHAM, , 4d
will include the allocation of the FANIR Target between aircraft of
No. 15 Squadron and the United States Army Air Force Detachmeat
aircraft from MARHAN.

(b) Drawing up the Daily Bombing Programe in cooperation
with the Officer Co&- nding United States Army Air Force Detachment,
MARHA , and mak"in detailed arrangements direct with the Officer
Commanding Range Party at FARGE.

23. (a) The Officer Comanding R..F. Station MILDWU is re-
sponsible for the briefing of crows of No. 15 Squadron.

(b) The Officer Commanding United States Arsq Air Fu'ces
Detachment, &ARKHAM, is responsible for the briefing of United
States A•my Air Force croes.

a Bomb' Fusing.

24. The number of Special Bombs available is limited and there-
fore they should be jettisoned only in emergency.

25. All Bombs are to be dropped WITHOUT detonators, but in the
cases of the M.C. and 2000-lb S.A.P. Bombs, the appropriato Pistol
and/or Fuse are to be fitted.

26. An individual aircraft carrin more than one Bomb i& to
complete the dropping of the complete load even if the Target is

struck by
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struck by an early bomb. Should a second aircraft be airborne in
the vicinity of the Target, when the first aircraft obtains a
strike, it is also to continue bombing.

K.T. and Sp;cial Vehioles.

27. Headquarters, BOKBU COMMAND, will arrmnge for one 10-Ton
Crane, special trolsys, and the necessary lorries and trailers,
for the conveyance of the bombs at MARHAM.

28. The United States Authorities are arranging for th,% provi-
sion of necessary M.T vehicles for the use of U.S.A.A.F. personnel
while stationed at R.A.F. Station, MARHAM.

caommoation and Messing, URited States Aray Air Force.

29. The Comandant, Central Bomber Istablishbant, MARmIA, is to
be responsible for:-

(i) Providing accomodation and Messing for as---rs of the
United States Army Air Force Detachment at ILARHAM.

W( ') Providing facilities and Technical accommodation for the
use of the United States ArzW Air Force Detachment,

3MR2lr of 3o2ial Bkosl.

30. The Director of Armament Research anid Develorment is re-
sponsible for the cupply of Special Bobs required for the Trials.
Woh bomb will boar a special marking e.g. OPROC Q.3300,, and also
a Serial Nuiber.

31. The Special Bombs are to be delivered to R.A.F. Stations
UUhIALL and MARKM in accord&nce with the allocation of Trials

a given in paragraph 3 sub paras (a) and (b) above.

LoAg ns of Aircraft.

32. The Officer Coemwning United States Army Air Force De-
tachment MAIRKO is responsible for the loading of his aircraft at

/ Transport of
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ltansgort of Assessorm.

33. rhe Deputy Director of Armsent Development (Bamb.), Min-
istry of Aircraft Production, is responsible for collecting Ass-
essors as necessary, and for arranging their transportation to and
from the Targets when required.

Telephone and Teleprinter Facilities.

34. A special speech circuit is to be provided between the
Operations Room at MDD=EIHALL and the Office of the Officer Command-
ing United States Army Air Force Detachment, at MARHAN. Private
wire telephone eircuits already exist between Headquarters, No. 3
Group (NIARKI) on the one hand, and WILD9i1ALL, AFHAM and Head-
quarters, BOMBE COMMAN, on the other.

35. Toleprinter circuits are in operation between Headquarters,
No. 3 Group (NSWARM) on the one hand, and MIDNUM , MARHAM and
Headquarters, BOHM COMMIND, on the other.

Pont to Point.

36. W/T comnunication is to be provided between MILDENHALL, MAR-
I•M and FARGE, signals control being exeraised by UILDUEbiLL. This
circuit is to be monitored by Headquarters, BOMBER COMMAND.

Only *Unclassified" message•o aa be sent by this chiamel.
_No do-coding facilities exist at FYAP.

Arcraft Control.

37. W/T coosmnication between ground and aircraft is to be
provided by transmitting and receiving equipment operated from
Headquarters, No. 3 Oroup, (UMARKM). This Station is to be in
teleprinter contact with MXLDVA and MABHAM.

38. A single V.H.?. B/T o&nnel is to be provided to afford
cominnication between aircraft, and between the Rafte Control
Officer at FABGE and aircraft. The Spotting aircraft is to also use
this channel.

39. Comuni•ations Instrnictionm .fl'l be issued later on the sub-
ject of Flying Control.

40. There will be no inad ocmaurioationls failiti@ at
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41. Details of frequencies, callsipw, emrgency f&cilities, eto.
uill be found in Dember Command 8ignals Staff Instruction No. 31
(attached).

United Statos ArM_ Air Force Daot.adumt.

42. the Cemmandant, Central Somber Establi•hamnt, MARiHA, is to
issue Signals Fublieations to Officer Comanding the United States
AM Air Force Detac•hmmmt, ic accordance with Bomber Comand Signals
Staff Instruction No. 31, para. 22.

43. The Commandt, Central Bomber Netabliuhment, MARMLAM, is to
assist the United States Arw Air Force Dotachuont in orystaflsing
their ocsun•asations equipment en cannels pectaiar to the K.A.F.
ormnisation.

4.Officer Cceanding RLA.r. ftati~iu, kMrA9~ALL,1 is to forward
a Report to Meadqmuarters, DMM CaAUX.s -a a Hit is registered
by airoraft of So. 1ý 3qeadiw. The Report is to be in tripl~icat and
onta the following tain atioens-

Serial NJumber =d Typa of Boub.
Mesg~. of- 24a4426.
Gr'ound~ Spoed set in bomb S~ight.
"True air Spaed.

DMachwmt. The 3Roert is to ba in triplicate, and contain the
tollo"LX4 WofmAation I-

He0t1t of tolv~s.
Grocwnd ftoed sot in Uw" Sighti.
Trav Air 34.
Wind velocity.

/Bomber Causnd.
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46. A Report on the conduct of the ?rial. will be prepared k7
the Comand Ariameat Officor, Headquarters, BDMBA CODA)D.

ghef 3sw•rintend,pnt Azmt Reeearoh.

*4. leports an the effects of the impact of bombs, behaviour of
fillings,, coponents, eto. will be prepared by the Chief &uperin-
tendent Armeamnt Reearch, in collaboration %ith the otbe, Assessors.

Road IleSwrch Laboratory.

48. Raports on the penetration and effects of the vario~s boabs
on the Target structures w•ll be prepared b7 th Re ad Reseerch Lab-
oratwor in coope-atiou with the Anti-Conaete CWittee.

.A9. WL abov• bReorts will be feroardd to the Direater ArO&Sit
i""etan && i evlopwat,, Mimiatry uf ALrcr*A Pioduction, for eel-

ltiton and d transmission to the sponaoriag autboritlie.

50. ACIUoLOW

Dc3'.32lo4b/5/AWY.
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Headqarters, B.A.?.O. 1. 1 Copy ligS Instr.
Vokbr Commnd Liaison Officer, B.47.0.. 1.
O.C. RoWg Party, ]?A=- 4. 1 Copy Sig* Instr.
British ihval C-in-c, QvxA3T 1.
FlAg Officer, Northamu GUM. 1..
Flag Officer,, Imtrnm MCAR. 1.

V.O0.1. C. aJDIAVRN. 1.

U.O.I.C. BREW. 1
"ze4Arwtsrs,, No. 3 Qr-4ap. 2. :Z Copies Silo Iustr.

*O.C. R.A.7. Station, MWIDIALL. 2. 2 Copies ikirns
O.C. No. 15 Squ~adcron, R.A.1'. 2. 1 Copy Sip Ihstr.

*O.C. R.A.?. 3tations, MABMM. 3. 3 Copies Upg Instr.
Camandnt, Central Bomber b~tab.Ushmamt. 1. 1. Copy Sigs Instr.
Colonel D. 0. HAWU, U.S.A. A.F. (attached4
VARIM. 6. 6 Copies 3ig.' Iustr.
Colmil FRAk~ Rj, U.8.A.A.F. (Repre-
sentative with Ordnance Board). 4.
40.1am1 A. R. CI, U.S.A.A.?. 2.
Squadren Lesads- A. 0. WOC&X L.A.?. 1. )Liaison
fliokt Lisuteajt C. ff. NICK, l.A.?. 1. )Officers

*secretary Ordmaoe Board. 2.
Chief hogineer hArament Design,, FWR
MALSTSAD. 2.
Chief SKperinteniint Armaamou Ressearo. 2.

* herstary AniOeeeCamtts. 2

3.O.(A)C.L.D.,Kinistry of AJ~roeaft

4* ~Depaty Direetor Armament Developmat
(Domb.) Minatry of Aircraft Production. 3.
Chief Wlptintemimat Boad Reosearok
Labeuetoy 2.
Directormoral Arm4Immtt, Air MIn~istry. if
bireater, Smoer Operations, Air
ministry 2.
Sipwls Plane (2), Air Ministry 2. 1. Copy Big. Instr.
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c-i-c.1. 1 Cpyv Sigs Xnutr.
A.O.A. 1
8.A.S.O. *1. 1 Cop7 Ut Instr.
C. ARM 0. 2. 1 Oopjý Sigs nastr.
C.S.D. 2.
C. NLY. 0. 1. Vo(~p7 Sip Initr.
0/C. PLANS. 1. 1 Copy Uip Inutr.
G/C. OPS. 2. 3. Copk' Sip. Irtr.
S.F.C.O.. 1. 1 Copy Siga Lnstr.
hg.s Plan (H.Q.B.C.) 2. 1. Co7 8igs lnstr.
C. met.o. 1. 1 copy Sip ntL
Fi1. BC/S.31204/5/ABW. 1. 1 Copy aiss Iiatr.
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lAORA PARTI - FARCG.

ADM ISTRATION.

1 Wins Comander (Tech Arm).

1 Flight Sergeant, Arsourer.

1 Sergeant, A.C.M.

1 Corporal, A.C.H.

4 A.C.H.s

2 Wireless Operator Mechanics.

2 Drivers, M.T.

1 Fitter, M.T.

1 A.C. Photographer.

1 A.C. Cook.

Accommodation ii to be arranged by the Officer Commanding
the Range Party, through the Town Major, FARM.

Under arra~ngments sad* by the Ministry of Aircraft Product-
ion the Range Party is allotted the following motor transports-

1 Staff Car or Utility.

1 30-cwt Lorry.

1 Jeep, or 15-mwt Lorry.

The Officer Coendin the Range Party and the Range Control
Offic-r i- Wing Commder 1. H. GAR=M.

* Iaolsurre 2, page, 19 771
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F A R G 3.

TAR M, DATA -AND ROV ORDES.

1. The Target is a NU"-BOAT A3SDRBLY SHLTIR at FARGE, situated
on the River WESER, fourteen silos North West of BROM. The Target
is at sea level.

2. The Danger Area provided is 500 yards radius, and a circular
aiming point will be laid out 100 yards from the Southern end of the
Target, which measures approximately 450 yarij x 100 yards. Owing to
the proximity of a road and habitations on the North and East sides

of the Target attacks are NOT to be made between headings of 30o -
130(True).

3. A Photograph of the Target, showing the aii point, the
500 yards Dwager Area and the Dead Sector of 30P-1300 is attached.

4. Briof in,.

Prior to each exerciso, the crews concorned are to be brief-
ed by the Specialist Bcbing Officer and Bombing Leader. The brief-
ing is to include a suary and explanation of the Target, together
with details of the specified exercises to be carried out. The Bomb
Liner is to bg in possession of all exeraise details including the
serial number of the store carried, and the bombing height and track
is also to be givon.

Standard Bombing Signals will be situated 600400 yar4s
North West of the aiming point. These will consist of an 80 ft
arrow complete with two discs, the arrow being directed tomwrda the
Target. Detail stripe at the base of the arrow will not be provided.
These Signals will be as follewst-

(a) Ground to Air Signals.

All Clear for Bobing - Wait for a further Signal - Coteos
carry on. do not bomb. Bombn -

Go Ho.
- /(b) round to

Inaloesro 2* p go 20 72
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(b) Ground to Air arAjnci Sitmal.

A amoke generator will be ignited wAenever it may be noo-
essary to call attention to the aircraft to a change in signals (this
nay be necessary in an emergency).

(a) Radio Teleshgn, Conicatiens.

The aircru.•t are to keep in constant touch with the Range
Control Officer by Radio Telephony. ftandard Pracedure as laid down
in current instructions is to be u-ed.

D2n0er Area - FARM.

6. The Danger Area, a circle of 500 yards radius, is to be
boutded by R flags, and clearly marked with Bi-lingual a3tices stat-
ing that when the Red flags are flying from the Target, and in the
vicinity of the notices, entry into the Area is forbidden. Sirens
will be sounded as a usrninS for personnel to leave the area imwd-
iatoly information is received that an attack will be mad.. The re-
sponsibilit, for providing the notice boards will lie with the Chief
of Police, BRDM(, and he will provide Polio Patrols to patrol the
perimeter of the area and raise the Rod Flags as required.

Arrangements for the control of river traffic during bombing
sill be -- do by the Naval Operations Staff, BROW Port Cowinda who
will inform all persons using the Itiver that they must keep outside
Danger Area when Red Flags are flying from the Target.

aifity Precautions.

(a) Lancaster Bomb Doors are not to be opened until approaching
the Target on the bombing run.

(b) Bomb Doors are to be closed, and the selector switch put to
"off" iemediatelsy each bomb has been released.

(c) 8pecial orders regarding the fusing of the stores to be
released will be issued separately, and will be conviqed to the crew*
at briefing.

(d) In the event of failure to release, the Range Control Offi-
cer is to be contacted by R/T before attempts re made to jcttison
the store. Due to the special nature of the stores carried and the
difficulty for provisioning, Jettisoning action should be taken only
as an emergency asure,, and only in the special areas as given to
the co@ws at briefing.

-- 2 (e) The Officer

12610oure 2S, pae 21 73
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(e) ?Tie Off ioer Cawmandin the United States Argy Air Force
Detachmet at APLiM will be responsible that Uis airarews are adoq-
vately briefed in respect of safety precautions In respect of Fortress
end Supr Fortress aircraft*

100losure 2, page 22 74
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APPENDIX "D.

i EILIG0L A NID.

TARGET DAT& AND RANGE ORDERS.

TARGET DATA.

1. The Target io the "U*-oat Shelter at HW.LIGOI1JD. This
Sk'elter is situated on the South East corner of the Island of
HE-LIGOLAID. The target is at sea level. and will not be vjarkod with
any specific aiming point. The Target's dimensions are 495 ft x 300
ft.

A Photograph of the Taz'~et is attached.

RANGE ORDERS.

2. The I.0.I.C CMUM1AZ, has arranged for the Target Area to
be cleared) on on week's notice. This notice will be given by Head-.
quarters, SOMIR COMAAND, and the units concerned can operate afltor
the on week's ti~m limit has expired, without any prior warning, &an
whenevex conditions aer suitable.* As the Island and surrounding area
will be evacuated, no bombing uignals will be dipplayed, and aircraft
are to release their bambs without wW sie.nals from the ground.

brie fing.

3. Prior to each exercise, the crews concerned are to be 1,riof-
od by the Specialist Bombing Officer and Bombing Leadero The brief-
ikK is to include a summry and explanation of the T -arget, together
with details of the specified exercise# to be carried out. T he Air
Bomber is to be in possession of all exercise details Including the
serial namboes of tlhe storeso narriod. the bombing height and track is
also to be given.

Spotti!% Aircrafte

4. Owing to the probability that Strikes on the Target will not
be observed by the bombing aircraft flying at 20,000 ft, or above,
the Of.fioer Comwunding the United States ArmW Air ]Foroce Detachment,
MiLEBAM, will detail a second Fortress, or Super Fort.-goe aircraft
for spotting duties.

The Spotting Aircraft will proceed to the Target area, in
company with the Bombing aircraft, but at a lower level. The Bombing
aircraft will keep in tousch with the Spotting aircraft by Radio
Telephony co that the latter can position itself so as to see where

-1- the bomibs
Inolosure 2, page 214 76
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the bombs strike after they have been roleased, acA tkke •Oeesary
photographes

The Spot•i•g siroraft is not to fly witain ZOO0 yards of
the Target or at a height of less than 3000 foot.

Oblique photographs of the point of impaot should, if pos-
sible, be taken by the Spotting aircraft.

Communioation."

5. In addition to Radio Telephon•o oomm-nioation to be estea-
lishod between the Bombing and Spotting aircraft, as outlind in
parao 4 abaoe, both the Bomb dropping aircraft and the Spotting
airaraft aa* to mairtain W/T oomminioation with Headquarters, So*
Group, NIEI1W T.

lafety Precautions,

6. (a) Th+ Captain of the Bombing aircraft is responsible that no
Bombs are released if ships or boats are within 500 yards of the
Target*

(b) In the event of *hagm-up@, Bombs are to be jettisonad in
the sea, if the Captain of the Bombing aircraft consider@ it
no3essary, In view, however, of the limited number of Special Bombs
afailabloe the jettisoning of bombs it only to be undertaken as and
emergency measures

0O 0i - - --O n 1 0 -1 - --e l

-20
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RUPONSIBIL TIES OF MH VffICII =WMAW)ING W1 PARTY -PAMC.

Th. Officer Ccemaing Range Party FARM~ will bs resporMjbl.
for the following: -

1. Administration of the bug Party.

2. Liis on vith 'al Allied Formational, aMn, UWe nacessazy
the Civil Mutborities in BM .

3. Safety arragemente in the Denwgr Area at FA .

4. Cororinati• g arrmauo t for the impoctioa and enaring ef
the Target at ELIOGLCMI, and mkig awrrwWmnts with the Naval Auth-
=11ties for the trnuportatico of tke Assestors and Range personnel by
sea to anW frui ULIGOLiW, as required.

5. Inforeizag UnfINALL and MAUM daily,, at a tim to be aut-
uaally aresd,, o the watbe coatiem ever the Target masm, and
stating uethsr the Dabing Pregav is to continue.

6. [•aormiu am=ha , CA direct of MW' prop-
@60 chan in the wopsmn ukieb amy appear dmsirable, or neces-
W79-- as the Tra, wvoeed.

7. Infomlug k a -re,, MM =WWI, kw W/T (uspeatift to
LUAJ d&WL and VM*Mh) of tUs baizg results as osa as p i ble

after each rtle. •Inver pa& oe a bepay should be
given b& N/T to the arcmft vile ever the YAM Target. U .ewor a
Strike Is ontafod, be will Were ELWE L and NANOM udi y

-: ~~by V/T in order to prevee &~.q~a ircraft beocmdog airborne.

6. Plotting amik Strike as tJe largat, to facilitate the oeo
dinution of result it.

9. Tr" groA catzoi aL A'%Icraft chin ower the Tatgs at IA=.

10. Arrangift fer Nab Dispeal peIro l to be a&%ilabl at
PAME to deal with bmbe diepped with livo fuses.

1 m=loawe 2, page 28 so
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COMPARATIVE SIZES OF BOMBS
F USED ON PROJECT RUBY

SC ALE

17

14 1c? 11 1 k 1

T04'
S14' ---

I' , -oou TALLBOY

10

______4Mcw,
____6___ II, ..~~

-6 J

SWt/oa 5.S 2.4 20.0 Wv

L/o 3.• 6.5 T 3.3

I 4.I
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>1000E -1 1 1...... SWIVEL LOOP-~___________________
15 20 25 30 .35 40 45
RELEASE ALTITUDE FT.X1000
ROCKETS FUNCTION AFTER TM
31.5 SECONDS OF FREE FALL LUSTUEIRINME~E

I.E LODNG5

I 'ARMOR PMWVG STML CASE'..~(r~s. ITL

$ME 5J4.ITE W30so

KjNOTIE BOMBb SOO Y. ROCKET MOTOR & TAIL
COkE SIIIPC0 SIEPARATEL YV - TO &E A3SEMBLED
AT A/C LOADW*G POINT
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ELECTRIC GENERATOR ARMING WIRE

TIME SWITCH ARMING WIRE-

ZE ARMING WIRE
1 -EYE BOLTS

VANE

'ELECTRIC

FUE 2ROCKET TUBES C19) BOX CONTAINING GERAO
.7 3PISTOL) isMCA.IICAL TIM, SWrTCH

(MODIFIED MIll FUZE) &
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SQUIBS INITIATING PR•OPELL ING

& 7TAIL CHARGES
ASSEMBLED

DETAILS OF 4500 LB C•/FtA
DISNEY IBOMB,
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AM§4na b~ab bein~g lsr*4 In~to VVIS~tion for loadin~g in D.9
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i6?(ýl. Model bomb* In bomb bay of
Britsh tweter &Irpla6..
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CO MTRUCTION DMAILS OF FARSE TARGET

1. G,\AL:

a. Functior of Structure.--The biwe reinforced concrete
structure at rar&e.el known by the code name of VAULFIIN, ws
designed gs asomProf fýctory for the assembly of 16 00-ton Type XXT
subtrines. Started in 'Mrch 1O43, the structurte wns only 90 per cent
completed at war's end. and production of r1bnarines was never begun.
The NMzis intended to ship orefabricnted submarine sections by rail
and by barge to VALUTIN from various ?oints in Gerrrda, and to assemble
them complete and ready for operation at the rate of 14 a month. Sub-
marines were to have been launched into the Weser River thru.h a
special lock chamber incorporated into the building.

b. Dimensiont.--The building measures 140OO feet in length
and is 319 feet wide at the river ýnd, 260 feet wide at the middle,
and 220 fcet wide at the opposite end. The height is 714 feet to the
to.? of the first roof thickness, and 82 feet where the second roof
thickness had been completed. Approximately 40 per cent of the second
roof layer bad been added, princidelly over the narrower Eastern por-
tion. To provide headroom for testing of periscopes and air tubes,
two towers projectiT above the roof had been constructed on the North
side of the building over assembly stations 11 and 12 (see -ege 15).
This plant incloses a soece of aproximately 1,00,000 cubic yards,

requiring the wouring of some 650,000 cubic yards of concrete.

C. Assembly Line.--Barges were intended to enter the struc-
ture through a water entrance at the North end of the West wall. A
200-ton crane would pick up a secton and place it on a bogey on a
turmtable. The bogey would then move on a track running into the South
bay to another turntable where another crane would unlo the section
and place it in a storage spce along the South wall. The bogey would
then turn ldt and .roceed u? the South bay. When a train of eight
empty bogtes had sccauilated, the crane would select eight aapropriate
sections to make u. a complete submarine. The train would then move
up the South bay to asuembly stationw 1, 2, "id 3. where mounting of
keel and straightening of sections would take place. At station 3.
the train would move laterally on a transfer track to station ., where
welding of sections would start. The train -oceeds to stations 5. 6.
7. and 8 to complete the welding operations. At station 9 the batteries
are installed. Another lateral movement brings the vamarine to station
10, were mounting of the periscope and air tube Is accoplisbed. At
stations 11 and 12 the supoalying aid equipping of the sahmarins takes
place. At station 12 the submrine is in the upper level of the lock
chamber. The gates are closed and the water level is raisd until the
subarine is floUted. It is then moved laterally to station 13 over
the deeper section of the lk ch&mber, whre diving tests are con-
ducted. The water level is than lowered to the level of the river.
and the gates are opened to allow the submrine to float out into the

SInloaL-e 4. tae 1 55



river. The empty bogeys are run out of the lock chamber ready for
another trip. Sections comirn to VAL=IN by rail would enter the
building through an opening in the South wall near the West end. Other
openings near the %st end were to be used for entrance of supplies.

2. FCUNDATI Oil:

Walla and prtitions are eagported on monolithic concrete
foundations extending to a depth of 55 feet at the lock chamber, and
to lesser depths elsewhere. The bearing surface was dimensioned to
trAnsmit a Wresuure of eight tons per squere foot to the subsoil.
?age 5 shows views of foundation construction.

3. WALLS:

The outer walls were cest in blocks normally 07 feet lozg and
114' 9" thick. 'Brunswick Rzirfor-ement' with a percentage of 30 kilo-
grams of steel bars to one cubic meter of concrete (1.95 lb. per cu.
ft.) was used. It was intended to increase the wall thickness to 23
feet, and one small section of the North wall neAr the Test end had been
increased to this thickness. ?e 6 ahows views of the walla durirg
construction. Recesses at intervals along the outer walls were the
unfinished aortionm of ventilating shafts. Provision was to be made
for complete cherge of air every 40 minutes. In the winter the air
was to be heated to 25 degrees Ceuitigrade.

Rod construction was of four ty.e•. the principal one consist-
ing of prestressed reinforced concrete arch trusses or bowstring girders
(See pe 7-8). These ware cast on a site adjacent to the bilding.

*" lifted to thi roof and placed side-by-side with lower chords in contact.
These trusses were .00 feet in length and 14 feet 9 inches in height
at the cen'ter of the arch There sr., bevtn vertical concrete ribs with
diAgoral brecee conaietit - " steel bars with turnbuckles. The lower
chord, three feet wide at the ase. contains a total of 104 steel rods
10 .illibeters in diameter prestresed to 95,oo0 p•azds per square inch.
Upon settiqg of tba concrete the tension is released WA the stress
dropo to 60.000 poruns per square inch resulting in a prestreesing of

Sthe concrete in the lower chc.A to 2,FCO pQ•s cmpreselon per square
Itich. lbe trusses were criginally designed to stpport the we4ght o
only 14' E" roof thicknes. Since the roof thickness was to be In-
creased to 23 feet, additional reinforcezent was added. This consisted
of three bundies of *teel wire 10 millimeters in diaet*r placed on
each side of the lower choid, rinnirg throkcb holes In the erds of the
trusse. These wires, ten to a baidle, %ere prestreessd and cl.iped
in place by drivirj steel cones into the holes. Me reinforcirg steel
used In these truse wns a hig quality cold drawn steel known by the

* trade desigrltion of St 105. It contains approxiMute1y T per cent
carbon, 3 Wr cent sillca, and 1.2 per cent warganes. This steel bed
an ultigate tensile strength in excess of 150,000 pmnds per square

Inclosure 4., Age 2 96
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inch. The concrete of the truss was composed of special alunina cement
and had a mininmw ccmpressive strength of 500 kilograms per square
centimeter (7095 pounds per square inch).

In the spaces between trasses stoel reinforcement bars of
semi-circular shape, were placed with ends pointing up and arcs in con-
tact with the lower chord. This reinforcing amounted to 25 kilo~rams
of oteel per cubic meter of concrete (1.5 pounds per square foot).
Finally, steel reinforcing bars were placed through transverse holes in
the lower chords and concrete was poured to form a roof slab 141-9" in
height. 100 feet long and 67 feet wide. The deed load before addition
of the second roof thickness amounted to 6,800 pounds per running foot
of truss. Concrete used to form the roof slab consisted of two types,
one employing slag cement, the other employing Portland cement. The
strength of the concrete in the roof slab was supposed to be 4w kilo-
crams per square centimeter (5675 pounds per square inch), but becoase
of lack of control of water content of the gravel, the strength after
28 days was found to average only 370 4g. per sq. cm. (German concrete
strength measurements are based on 20 centimeter cubes, whermes As-rican
practice is to use 12-inch c•linders of 6-inch diameter). The maximum
xUreate size ranged from 4-0 to 50 mm. (1.6 to 2.0 inches), and the
water-cement ratio was 0.50. The sagregats consisted of river gravel
from the Phins and Veser Rivers, and from Daz•sk. The main component
was qvzartzite, with osm flint and soft limestone and shale. Fractures
frequently occurred through pieces of the ggrsegate. A sample of
concrete Is shown on Pag 12.

After the first roof layer hd hardened, a second layer a*
concrete was poured in blocks over the &astern 40 per cent of the

~ilding. For draiWie of raieater, the top surface of the second
roof thickness was sloped or* part in 67 from the center to the North
and South sides. This made the total roof thickness 24-1/2 feet at
the center od 23 feet at the edges.

Starting at the West end of the bmildi• g and extending for
267 feet last, a sim.lar slope had been added to the first roof lawer,

aki• g the theknaes at the center 17 feet and at the edges 141-9'.

The eeond type of roof co-struction was employed only %1ers
the spen between retainin walls was approximtelay one-helf that of the
type described above. Ewe a prefabricated concrete arch true was also

sed,. but the des-- was simpler (soe P 9). These trsses were 147
feet long and 141'-9' high at the center. Th web and upper chord were
mode of plain concrete, but the lowr chod bad 76 reimforcing rods
prestreseed in the emioe nnzw as for the large trusae. Cog 'te was
pooued over these trauses to onke a roof sl 1•-90 hi, 47 feet long,
and 33'-68 wide. 31o m-.circular shaped reinorcing rods vee 0laced
between trusmes in this type of constructLz.

S third type of roof, rsorted to uen the supply of coacriet

S 111-cloIIre '4 AWg 3 57
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arch trusses was insufficient, consisted of steel I-beams two feet -high, spaced approximately three feet apart, with precast concrete
slabs six inches thick placed between beams to form the boerdiz for
the lower surface of the roof slab (See page 10). in the construction
stage, these beams were supported by .ortable steel columns which were
moved to the next section after the concrete ha set. On the long
spans (100 feet), the I-beams were made up of two rC foot sectior.s
riveted to~ether at the center. The roof blab of the W&et .Periscope
Tower contains I-beam reirforcirg, but here the height of the beams
was 3' 3", and the thickness of the first roof layer was only iI' 6".The second roof thickness over this ?ortion wAs to be 11' 6" in orderto bring the total thickness up to 23 feet.

The fourth ty.pe of reinforcing was found only over the East
?.riscope Tower. Here riveted steel trusses were used. (See pate 11.)
The height of this truss was 91 2". They were spaced approximeteljy
three feet apart with corrupted metal sheets placed between bottcm
chords to form the boarding for the lower surface of the roof slab.
Concret4e was aoured over the trusses to form a slab 16' 6" thick.The second layer was to have bpen 6' 6" thick to make a total thick-
ness of 23 feet.

An aerial viev of the Faere Target, 90 x-r cent completed,
is shown on !xge 13. Two holes throueh the roof were made by E.E.
Grand Slam hits obtained by the RAF in a rmid of March 19i15. These
two holes are visible in the photograph. Close-up views of the rocf
damage caused by these bombs, which exploded in the roof, art shown
on pwge 14. The hits occcrred on the section of the roof containinr
concrete arch truss reinforcement.

•ages 16, 17 rnd 18 contaian detailed sketches of the concrete
arch truss, the short span concrete girder, ani the steel truss
used in the Farge roof.
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Upper view shows bowstr-ing girders being fabricated.
Lower view show's end view of oouplatod girder-
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View showlas type of prefabricated con.to cihdo
2md for short "an roof slabs.
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View shovikr I-beg. type of roof construction in left
foreground. with bowstriirg girders in left backgroiin1
and at right.
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Aerial oblique vimw of FerPg targete bot the 40coneroof layer extending over the far halt of thestructure. The two holes soon in the center sreproduced by 1109 Grand Sl.. dropped during the war.
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dritere mad* by two U.S. Grnzd Slam& dropped during the war.
16s bomb. exploded after patial penstretion and blew holes
throwagh the roof,
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STEEL TRUSS OVER PERISCOPE TOWER
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Photogrph showing i&50-lb Disney bomb (Plot No. 2) lodged in
roof of target. Bob ms dropped frau 20,000o feet without
rocket assist, Uipper chord of a bowstring girder is visible
in enter.
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View showing scabbi~ng or aelim± produced by 4500-lb. Dimmiy
bb (Plot NO. 2). Lomr chords of three bowstring girders
have been scabbed.
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Photograph showing 4500-lb Dl bomb (Plot No. 3) lWdged in
roof of tSgt, Bomb was dropped from 209000 fbet without
rocket asist.
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vimn at crtei at i45oo-b. mass bom (Flt, lb. 9) dmvPped
trim 20,000 feet. Som struk at Intersnection Of torn rMo
s1Aw. DoO brok upp 2maa"no D untion IOWd in Orater.
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law siaong the fragments mooered from the rea
Pau= fr the Wac00.a Disny bomb (riot so. 9) ihc

c ims dr"W from 10,000 feet without roolsitaawiti.

View ot orter of 14505-lb Disney bomb (Plot o, 9) be-.
fon raw &I of sbu1a. liot, bae" of bom In craaer.
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Two viow of wrater fxmwd by ii500.'b. Diway bomb (nlot no. w0
drope fm20000fet withmnA ro- asaiste.
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Upper view shows none separated from bomb case (Plot No. 26).
Lower view shows how nose broke up due to internal flaws.
The c~ark areas on each piece represenit the flawis. The fresh
breaks have been covered with chal~k to make them stand out.

Icllosure 7. Page lo 119
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-W iwo ae fvs 50l-Me ~
(plot 'bo 28). &Op fm28O etitotv*
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Upper view shown crater .f 4500-1b DisnAy bomb (Plot

No. 29) dropped from 20,000 feet without rocket assist.
Lour view shos where bomb cm to rest after bow-
•-g out of crater. Van is standing in crater.

Incloaure 7, Page 12 121
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View showing condition of bomb (Plot No. 29) after
impact. Notice slight curvature of bomb case.

Inclosure 7, W 13 122
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cmater of wosst "asitew 4500-lb Dimaey b~b
MPot No, 37) d~p frM 20#000 feet* IUS

bam etrwk at Jimotion of four roof slabs.
Bomb bok up leaving nons aotica lodgmd in~
wrater. kroak-up is similar to that of maaIst-
ed Disney bma, nlot No. 91, strikLng at jmuo-
tics of four roof slabs..

Incloesre 7, hg. 1~4 2
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"Viotet a~t4 004b D1maq bi.t (puot no. 37). Bab
os.~ t~be =J~ ow Intsetat

Z~o~z.7.&V 15 2 1



view at outer of 4goo-lb Diawy bmb (plot lb. 39)
dvcips frm. 20,000 Scat. Rockets did Wt tmctics

z10coware 7, Awe 16 125



AA

View of crater of i4500-1b. Disney bmb (Plot No. 59) dxoP-
ped from 20,,000 feet. Sock~et "msist faictl.d to f~matlog.
Lame photograph ohm beat eandition of bom case*

I~lcauro 7, Pw~ 17 126
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View showing crater of 4500-lb Dftisy bamb flot
yo. 6o) dropped frus 20p000 feet with rookst
assist* Base of bomb is aparxiatelY seven
feet belm roof scrface* Vertical faoe of .41.-
oent r'oof slab is esow in background.

Inclowy.e 7. NVe 1S52
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W-w iw hma-ws 450-bDaybbio

bw deflo~W om=Rf laSOO-),b Way 29 lmh.L

Zm1owr 7, hg 19 8
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Uipper view showe crater of $500-lb Dlisney bomb (Plot
N4o. 50) dropped from 2 0 #0 0 0 feet with rocket assist.
Bomb perforated 3 1/2 inter roof and broke up on floor
of b'-±34ing. Lmer view shows roar half of bomb -as it
me found in building after striking libmb. at right*

Inclosure 7, Ptwe 22 129
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V1ow of enteW of hKOO-1lb Dimmer biab (no~t No. ds)
dvoA from IDO* 0 feet with rocbit amolst. Bom
stuook f Im smt WIN m thim" and puingtart
135410 Same. of bm6 Is viable1. irns pbt"#%**

lUcloswme 7. f1ge 23



Viow of orater of 14500-lb. Disney bomb (Plot. No.. 814) be-
fore rmoyul of rubble. Rocket tube in orator bears evi-
dence that rocket assist functione prprly. Intense
heat at nossle end produces characteristic marind.gs whch
are clearly visible in photograph. 3bd of tube has grey
ash deposit between two narrow blvad bandej rest of tube
in blacimmid. If rocket assidst fall# to fmation in flight
and tubes igdt. upon Impact, the wri~ng at the nossle

edare such less prwonowied, as tko propellent bm'z
from both wide of tube. Tor an exaple of burning after
Impact see Iziclosure 7 p& pap 25.

Inclosure 7, POV~ 214 133
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View of crater of 4500-lb. Disney bomb (Flot No. 65)
droapp4 twos 2D 000 feet. Recim~t assist failed to
function as Quloasted by rocket tutas in lower view.
UVer view setram*@ detlecotd 2aterally.

IDTL OW7.Og 25it



Vie o!? mof pirfrtmtomn of 14500-Ib. Dimbey b~b
(nlot NO* 87) droppud from 20,000 feet idtb rovibst
smUat. The bomb WoM Oran t~ousiling betmm
two bowrimg gLarsm, dmgalng bcth, &W m~bbing 4

Indasaft 7, POP 26 135



VI"w Of msvowat hoa s in alb of b%&=4~a eoid by
4"5002b. DMmsy bmb (Flat No* 87) &opped ran g08000
foot With rooket assst. gab bul"a I& sud bemsth floor
after' p urat# 4 itA upter roof.

Inclowre 7, hg 27 :136



Vism of ontw of reaSot s s±tod Mmey be bi~t
(Plot go. so) .bt.ab6" fz 20,000o rest a1twoI..

?be nb p~me~sW 13 '41 Lobo root allbo

Ircloomv 7, ft. 29 137
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Upper view sbon aratrw of ~OW-1b. DIy bomb (Flot
No. 89) dropped vith rocket &suist from 20,,OOC feet*
Bomb perforated 4 1/2 aster roof and lodged in floor
of buildings, breaLtng into two pieces an shown~ below.

Inelosure 7, fte 29 J



up e vie snows cr te of 20 b . .. ... .. .... 
. . .

offerove hv rt•of to)Ob grud oe iwshow bomb inltac

but dent*& near rear lug•.

Znmlosure 7. fte 30 •t
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U~ppevie samm orato a1t. 2000-"2b. W~ binb (I'ilt
go. "5) dropped. innu 26,250 feet. liver YtOW shew
recovered part@ of the Wbob Adapter boost. If
&eSlag4 from bees Put*.

1=lws . fg. 31 14o
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Upper view shows nose section of broken 2000-lb. UAP
bomb (Plot No. 55) as found in drater. Lower view
sbows longthvlae crack extending beyond front lug.

Inclosure 7, ftee 32 '14
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Vieo rtrof2I-b om P, 0 2

dripews ofrom of0.000 feb. BoAP bounce ando T.6l bac)

into crater with nose pointing opposite to heading.

Im1oauro 7. ifEe 33 1)42
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Upiper view shows crater of 2000-lb. WA bomb (Plot
No. 73) dropped from 20,000 feet. Crater oreflqpe
old Tall Boy crater. Lower view shows bomb after
ricocheting ~40 feet.

1281suare 7. ftV 3~414



View of crater of 2000-lb. UP bmb (Pot No. 75)
'royl4 ftm 20,000 foot. omb broke up aM ricochete4.

i1c1o08o 7, h 35 1435
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ftotognphe of 2000-lb. UP bomb (Plot No. 11) that
tw.tm up on Squat. So" xlco~wohdM feet. Smb
£z@*VW from 20.000 feet.

mims7. 4P 36 1~45
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Views of crater of 2000-lb. SAP bomb (plot so. 61)
dropped from 26,250 feet. 3mb strucok concrete footing
at base of Worth wall of target. Domb case was creaked
and dented.

Inclouwre 7, ftiS 37 1~46
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Vievs of crater and. nose section of 22,000-lb. T 1~4
bomb (Plot No. 4~) dropped from 20.000 feet. Soab
side swipod, vertical face of second roof layer.

biclosure 7, Pfge 38 1)L7
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Views of concrete displaced by 22.OOO..lb. T 14i
bomb (Plot so. 4~) which struck at base of a
slab of second roof laqer.

InClosure 7, fte 39 a~P
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Upper view shows in~sides of nose section of 22,000.-lb.
T 14i boab (Plot No. 4k). Note cra~cks running up to
solid part of nose. Lower view shows base of boab
with circumafersntial break &t rear weld.

Inc1olmre 7. fte ~40 149
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View of crater of 22,0004b. 9 13.1 bomb (11,t.go. 30)
dropped from 20,000 feet. Samb struak aloe, to vest
edge of buldi4ng uAM broke up.

~owu~re 7, Ps-we16 15D



Yl*V Of i@WW*~ £?hVft% Of 22VOOD-1b. 1 6
bomb (Plot so. 30). No@* 609003a1. Is va at
lover right.

~~T , pw 42 151
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AkA

View shoving bulge at top of west vail of Fargo
target, resulting twou s tuant of 22,000..b.
T 1~4 bomb (Plot No. Jo).

Inclosure 7. Aw~e 143 152



Views Of crater of 22,OOO-lb. T 114 Dogb (plot ao. 3X,)bsfor, wA &fteT O10an1mg Oit debris. Lower view showsnose of bomb vlth break oztendize iat* Sld P~rt ofnose,

XInlOsa". 7, &Phe 44l 153
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Upper view Phv~ws base plat* and ring of 22,0OO-lb. if 1~4
bomb (ftot No. 31). Yinger points to groove where ring
had been welded to bomb body. Lower view shows fragment
which fits into groove of bass ring, Note welding
material partly stripped off of fragent.

l~loawe7. fges 465

dew
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VOppW Yviw9V .cr~te owwf 12*OC.O-lb. cast W~1 say
%amb (nlot so. go) 4zopp"d frogn 10,000 foot. Lmowo
view abow. braon~ noso of this bomb foun4 22 foot
a&.sa4 Of cister. Note, this exposed thread-. of nose plu.

ft- 47 15 w



Opyer view *os tonsom fragments recovered, from 12,000-lb.
cat Tall Boy 'bomb (Plot V0. 90). Lower view abeve bass
plat. with two attached fragments bulged cutbta-w.

Inclowirw& 'T. A P 4e 157
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U'pper v'iew showe crater of 12,000--lb. cast bli fty (Plot
1*. 92) 6iroppd from 10.000 feet. Base of bcsb to at
crater edps. Lower view shows broken nos", ewsfted up4
to nos* plug.

Inclowae 7, Ne 149 158
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fr~aoonto of .Arivu aoiatigus rcovdwara fr"~ 12.00CM-lTh

fsala fro& nose oRut,

T. AW50 15
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Viwo cae o 200-b as al a -m Po

XG. 3) roppd foff,500 fee. Nse sctin rmine

in cr ttZ oe iwsos ag oefann

fon nma crtr

Inlsr 7, W 5116
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Lower view shovs base of 12,000-lb. cast Tall Bay
bomab (Plot N~o. 93). Attached fragment to three
feet long. Upper view shows fragment which broke
away fromn bass plate.

Inclosure, 7, Face 52 161
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View of crater of 12,Q00-lb. cast ?all Bay bomb (Plot
No. 914) dropped from 5000 feet. lower view shows large
fragment recovered. Notes reverse curvoture of
projection.

Incloere 7, EAge 53 162
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Upper View above Grater of a*Uidf1. 12,00041b. T 10
bomb (Plot go. ioe) droppe4 from 5m0 feet. Lover
vtov shows broken %ase plate. Note the olrouufoesweatla
sepwotion of the rear velA.

Ine104W NO 5. 4 163



Frraent of modified 12,000-lb. T 10 bomb (Plot No. 102)
shoving circumferential separation at rear weld. This
bomb had teen strengthened % externally welding several
beads over the original rear we 1.. linger at right
points to strip of external weld, adhering to original
velt. Finger at left points to external veld on boub
bod.

Inclomwre 7, Pae 55 16L



j6j

fragment from bodr of modified, 2,000-.lb. T 10
bomb (Plot So. 102). Reveres curvature at bottom
Of frm~ut indicates bomb bOdY had been dented,
near base..

Incl 7,r ?w&g 56 16ý5
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UOpper view shovs crater of modified 12,000-lb. T 10
bomb (Plot Ea. 104) droppod from 5000 feet. Bomb
struck on 7 meter roof and ricocheted into old
orater on 4 meter roof. ae shown in lower view.

Iuclo7. , P.se 57 166
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Timv of 22,OOO-lb. T 111 tomb (Plot No. 96) 4iroppod
fras 14750 toot. Lvwtr view abov 4htt 1L biab body,

IMJ.Crs 7. PM* 56 167
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II

View of 22,000-lb. 2 1ii bamb (Plet go. 96) with
bee* plate rmove&, WflOer is pointiu to
brt i A p*Ultt of zlllary explodp .

4

x11.ur 7, .• 9 •
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fr vi e vw o owutw o 22.,O000b. ! 14 %mb(Plv No. 97) &"p tsam Llww~• •.
t1W shows bnksm Use a 1a, with brook Aloi
zszi ol rien7. wo , 6a w ll0



Uffr t dbs watero 2.i OOO.4b. 11 o
(pot 1lb. 113) e from 1o0000 fots. Is
vieGhdwes %cwks b of bUb, vith bwoe &I*"
rear ciw•iesttaW sld.

.e7. f 61 170



" a"of"rA 4 4% 11 a

(Plotlb. k) Arwd fam 1.0 fe.lgbm

bed Wf L*Sjwstesmaa wretVl
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WV t. L tM Gist.: amd pqrforatloa Ulol mft Ir
22.000.1b. 90Aw s"e 'bmb (Pilt lb. p

lwIQD 7, tle 3 17
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flu.. ot eazmi pm. afmt~a of 22,0004b.
soA mum bmb (noet lb. 100) dr""p. tim
11,50 tee".

Iacl i.r L t 65 17t&



Viam of ae anid base of A n bomb (Plot No. 100)
dicx perforated 4 1/2 metr roos" and broke up cj

floor. Ftngor points .o crak in bomb body.

Iac~~. . P 66 175.1 -
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%pW VILW shove 22,0004!~b 31 Amea bomb (uls So. 103)
etrtkian Ca corwDO of os5 pert"*"p U~~. umow view Sbswm
*om3'to "slowp %r bes).

Zncl. fte 67 176
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Dooer view ohmse crater and am* of the froepots of
Amsou bomb (Plot 106.) Lovir view showe aoabblw of
roof. Ow lmem me crasok by 'h imp&.e

In1oetw 7. fte 70 179
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uffer vim shams awe ot Assess u (not we. u~)6
loing I.t tod Gat at oav.sar Loweor Time show ftmwsmat
vitb port a of rim. nag sttobe Pag.: potato'to
Week totmilas thromo YO.r wait..

110mainr 7, fto 71 190
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TIG O c~e 2.0-l W Am=bmb(o

W.~- 107 &qpe fro 17..W fe. -Umm~-b

tolscapeul into bfte of bomb body.

'W1ow*' 7. J~i 72 1



ornf the point of 8trike of 22,,000-lb. Up?
hasan bamb (nlot No. 109) dropped trim 17#500 fdt.
Oknter miasmua~re bam badl atruck against I-bw&,

m1%. '3 18
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Parts of baa. plate wad baa. rln r.soywd tr� �
�. (P1.� U.. 1.09.)
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View of crater and perforation produced by 22,000-lb.
AP Amazon bomb (Plot No. 116) dropped froa

17,5W0 feet.

Inclomre 7, Nge 75 184
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Upper view shows two perforations in roof over lock
chamber made by �a:on bombs. (not No. 116 at left.
Plot No. 95 at rig�it). Lover �iev shows crater mad.
by No. 116 On secondary impact in lock chamber.

Inclosura 7. � 76 _
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Up~.r view shows bae. of broken Amason bomb (Plot No. 116)
in Loachaobmber. Bear weld hold In this Instance. Lower
view shows auxiliary booster from this bomb.

Inclosure 7. FWg 77 1s6
A



Crater pefortic =do bY 22.000-b.S UP Amzon
bomb (Plot No. 117) dx*Med from 17,500 feet.

InclowxO 7, F40e 75
""- -a-- -j
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Two vIiws of roof perfo-Atod by Amcn bomb (Plot No, 117)

Indloure 7. ftge 7919
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MC>

Point of secondary impact of Amazon bab (Plot No.U?7)
Large fragment of bomb can be seen at bottom of photo.
graph.

Incloware 7, Page 50 ig9
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A.M5 bG Nall s (PotS. us*% Stzv A 7 st"z "ao of
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Crator of 22,0004lb. Auwas Suab (not No. 219) 4wrops&
from 27T,500 foot, baor. Aa aftor dobrlis torftov*L

Inc1ouire 7. Phge 62 191
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View of Amason bomnb (Plot to. 119) burled IS
crater.

-ncolomr 7. fte 83 192
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I

Point of impact of 1650-lb odAsl 'beb (Plot lb. 110)
Droppd fros 9600 foot. IScb &I&&*" off WM~ iv $trak
footing, making crater ohmws belows

r ~ ~ ow 7.lmW? 1fgs 8 1¶ý3
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7, ", P 96 1

Crater of 160-lb. Ikel b[b (Plot 3.. ii) bofois aMafter roin,1, of debris. Roab vsa drop~d from 9600 foet.



a.4

Ylov of W04 tout (Plot No. Ill) obeyIV4 th
Ount~mtu of b. bomb bodj.

I~lo .7p~op 67 196



fore fan after rewo"I of dolbre. Sm'b Arpo from
9600 feet.

ad lasne 7. Pooe 68 197
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Upper view shows crater of 1650.1b. Xodsl bomb (Plot lo.124€)
drop~ped from 15,600 foot. Lower view showe beat bomb res~tiM
in adjacent crater.

I 7
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Crater aid perforation ud tr Disney Bomb (Plot "o.1)
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Crater sad Perforation mda IW DienqW Ib (plot Nto.2)

Inclocuje 13. page 2 1



Crater and perforation mm& %F DlmW mq b (Plot 10-3)
Trial I.

Inalosure 13, Page 3 2~42



DJ1aq Jmb (Plot NO.14) 1l , strwk on eft. of roof

lUmlosure 13, Fog* 4 243
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Crrrer and perforation made bY Disnq7 3ob (Plot No.5) 
A

Tr isi v.

1 noloaur, 13, Paeg 5



40<

Disney Bomb (Plot No. 5) lodged in basement
floor after perforating roof and main floor.

inclosure 15, pSae 6 2 4 5



j0

rrater and perforation made by Disney Bomb (Plot No. 6) 
-Triall V.

Inclosure 13, Page 72),6



Crater and, rerf~,rawion made by Dianey Bomb (Plot No. 7).

Inclosurt 13, Paso 8 24T



Crater sad perforation made IW Disney 3BOM1 (Plot No. f8)Trial V,

IrICIloure 13, paeg 9 248
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Crater and perforation made by Disney Bomb (Plet No. 9)
Tr ial V

IMI,



Disziy Bomb (Plot go. 9) 'odged ini b~amenut floor
after perforatinzg roof flCA tweo floors.

Ivnclosure 13. Page 11
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(katw and perforsation mMd by Disney Bomb (Plot No. 10)4
Tria1l XU.

Inc1OdWre 13, p'ge 12 251
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Crater and perforation mad. bW Dlenq 110b (Plot NO.l3)
tc ial VI.

Inc0o0ur. 13, Page 15 254



Disamy Dwib (Plot o13.) p7rforated mct, stu ~
of pillarz, ar-d btwrifd in floor of c~&A

1no)@ipage13 .6 255
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Crater sad peroration us&e by Digney Bomb(PoN 15

1 a~o~e13, page 1S 25



Grater and perforation mAde ty Disney Bomb (Plot Noa. 16)
Trial XIT

I.mloaure 13, Paco 19 25-
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Diaaq Bomb with Iff fifle (Tril ZVI) exloded upon
etriking wall of ste tumrni lead'u to target.
lower view abova freguiuts typical of hl* od
detonstione

I...@..13. pae20
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Viewts showing rocket motor plate, rocket fuse pot,
and bass om of DMsn P~b of Trial VII, which
ezploded~ in stes tumnele Note pistol to left of ri.l1e
in upper Vvie.

Imclosure 13, paes 21 260
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Crater and perforaticun of fllsnqoS~b (Plot No. 17)

Trialsu II. 2226
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i

Dinan Bmb (nlot No. 19) go" tbrough roof overhang in pria
fly.

241
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ra~ter and perforatlon mMo by Disney lomb (plot 3., 20)

Inalosweg 13, peg* 25 ~ 24 ,
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Orater and porforAtion made by Dianey Bomb (?3.ot No. 20t~ril• ZV.

Imoloeure 13, pego 26 2.65
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Mlsaq 3b (Plot No.. ~ rotso e'g
Yz13x, 4* f puwftmt wt pl~oan g powL
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cratwr Su4 perforatiac ind. JW rociet assisted Diman
hub (Mlot No-35) tri~al =.

1=104% 13 Pap 1 27
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"frtw ftd pwfo~tim =ndo~ rodk.t "alsted DuiqW
Jmb (Plot N-31) Lrua l X

£ilow.13, pg. ~337



Vfrwi.1 ]VZI. Lower view shome dmt an bmb b*O.



Oz~ter of 2O-1~b 1W bmb (Maot hb. 25) ?tIAl ZnfL Uab
romlned in cmer

ZmlmP*



Czmte of 2000-lb. WA baub (Plot No* 26). frtAl DX!.
3Dmb rmSlmd In cratw.

Imiahour 13, e.36
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Cmtor and f,,,at, of 20-1b SAY Bomb (Plot i&*2T)
Trial 11II. Dom'o broke up and filler iolted low order.

nal.-1. 
_ 7276



*,atw of 2DOO-1b. WA binb (Plot lo.2) finl XVIZ.
Bomb not fouud, but picratol scattwed fixwly over wide
Ord nD&a~tm low order detOutiOS.

Zmaclour 13,, P&P 36 -977,
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Gmter of 2000-lb. SaP bmb (Plot go. 31), TrW 11:.
Bomb remained in crater.

aaleu~13, 4L 290
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Crater and no* fzsgmunt of 200G-lbe 8* bomb (Plot No*32)
Trial IVII. This bomb broke up an the filler functioned
low order.

Ina@osuWo13, page 42 1
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Orater pro•e by liv. 2000-lb. SaP bomb (Plot No,.3)
Trial DII.
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I

Cater an cabbin Xroduod by live aOO.-lb. SAP bomb
(Plot No1 39) -inal IeI.
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Live 2000-lb. WA bomb (Pl~ot No. 40i), Tria XXII. Struck
overhmig and blew tknrougb.

Incloaure 13, pavo 4.626
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Live 2000-1b. bomb (Pkot lNo.141). Trial XXII which did

Inclosure 13, page 47 2s6



S-. . _",p..\•..

Crater and scabbing produced by live 23W)0-lb. SAP bomb.

(Plot o.4A2). Trial XXII.

Inclosure 13, page 48 257
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'I.

Crater produced by live 20006-lb. SAP bomb (plot No*i43)
Trial XXII.

Inolosure 13, Pose 4~9 298
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Crater of live 2000-lb. W bomb (Plot So.44) Trial XII
which functioned low order. Picratol was scattered over
wide area.

Inclosure 13, Pago 50 1 M
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Aerial V'iews Of impeut, Of 2UOO-lb SAkF bom'b 'Plft No.,4
Trial XXII. This bom~b broke up and left a trail as it
ricocheted fromD the roof*

Iriclosure 1 page5
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1. The probld of concrete penetration has been the malect of
mwc investigation both in the United States and Great hrnuan. The
American work since 1O wx carried out at Prtincet Onb i ity by the
C4=itt•e on Passive Protection ainst Bombing of the hational Acedw
of Sciences, andi t Its waccesuor, the C4mittee on Fortification
Design at the hational Research Coancil, and has bean closely integrated
with the prop'.. in terminal ballistics of Division 2. ZW. RlCh
work on this cubject -as done at the Bgas Research Laboratoxy.%&

2. fte AFppediZ of the ORD Vepon Data Handbook(2) gives tA
moet videly used merlean formla in literal and in aligment chart
form:

I. (1/2 + 282 e-5 W0-.O'•215 V 015 ).f(e),d3

where s o penetsawio of projectile in calibers.

V w weigt of pojeotile in pounds,

d = caliber of projectile in inches.

eTo gtrikar velocity of projectile in thusa offeet per Second,

S - compre.stve strergth of concrete of target in
poands per sqire nch, A.S.T.M, test on 6'
datmeter, le loxg oylialers,

* -Angle of Impact measured from the norwl to the
target,

and f(O) Is a function of the obliquity of the Impact. This formnla
we based on an az.ysis of appradmately 600 rocks of AP projectiles
of calibers ranqin free 37 m. to 16f. and 70 rouna of inert bobs,
fired in tests up to Nibruary 1943.

3. A British formula of apprwimately the cm date" Is:

son 6.3(1 '.~ V d ~0,2 T 1.5,
d3 .

where all smbols have the me snire as bnfore a•n

a a maximu diameter of the eariete used in the
comezeet

indlcare 1)4, ftge I 9



and S' compressive strength of concrete of target in
roands per squr. inch, standard British teot on

This for~mla is not considered to be valid for larSe bombs. f n
British foriuga will replace the linser fuzntion of SO by S3-`:1, ad
will baye a different exponnt for the velocity. For c -srion, the
Amrican test for concrete strength gives a figure equal to 3/4the of
the figure obtained from the British toot.

4. later American wafk indicated that the concrete properties
entered into the forsala in snch more complicated a fashion, and. that
the effect of the nose dhape of tbp •oJectile he. to be take. into
account. This loed to the form21aI& 4

G(s) a KrA0 2  V yV.8

O(z) a r5o2 I-t 0" a2

w -1 if 2-C, I
n a nose Whepe factor, msarically equal to

0.72 + o.25 ]i7 .0. odw•uI.• s t, redus of
the ogive of the nose in calibers,

and X a the penetrabilitV of the target concrete.

5. The dependence of on the conrete properties bea not been
caqpbetely analyzed. For the Prpoese of this report an anzly8s wsa
ai of the caliber .50 firing data for the Str'eNth asi Amrerate
series of the MD Interim repart )2S, ( slas 22. 221 W. . 2f.

m. e ., 2e . 2219 o aMO 2211) f.te follov•ig formla. for I me
obtallnsl

Mw accaurw of this famla is uetoeMble. since the aureate used
in these flgre ranpe In daele Frm 1/4 to 2 times the caliber at the
mojectile ased; ieres, on the 3arge target the gpv te ranged from
i/6 to 1/23 time the diameters ce the projoetiles used.

6. 2 depidence of penetration noreal to the surface of the
tar t on velocity arid angle of I is g itcgven peMe b. This is

Inclomure 114, Pap 2 293



tab frea MD nerns umt No. 29, iig. 2D5 for the caliber .50
steel projectil, with 1.5 caliber ediua be@&. It It. knon that this
factor dopeeds *no" se. ehp &as ball as velocity and angle of Im~acto
ad It Is probable that the 1qw~h of the projectile Is inrlvedt
particularly seer the ri ot raWe

7. %9 penetrability at the large concrete In tabelated an 97 to 1 for each strike On the lParg targt wbich I~d & crater.1 1
pentration formid. used is the latest iow given In pers. It. COw et-
to= ee n. s6 to the penetrations using the coes of the fipre OR

pe.6 . Talues of the predic ted penetration from the Aolwoa and
British formilas ci' prans. 2 and 3 are also 9tven. ftese, bme been
ca~ted for mompseriml incidee wing the curves of the figare an
paeg 6 . ?or these camptations the strength of the concrete be* been
taen to be 527 psl British test, 395D poi American test, and the
mml diainter of the awreto as 2 Inches. Tbese figares are take
front Germo comstraction data Obtained, frcs the principal cowý:rvtiow
firm So con'eto soecifictions celled for szomte af
disinster O-I42 ma aMd a coprs4yesive * gwtb*h~ il b
Germa stoodard test on 2D ca cabes. IThe aggegte asio turned ocat to
be 110.50 -, and boom" of sesonal. variations in the vate content
of the a~gte the aveage ampwssive strength turned oat to be
370g/eSze the strength df a sbort coomi depeeds on the
slooerednse ratio (lenSth/immoetr) rather then the sise, the German
figure Is uved. Imimztion ot 'by oko concretes mrfaces on the target
confirms the fiUre for ag-oto. si se. while a teot tr the Hoods-
Researcb Labomtryanc sav U~e amt f ran rWAble gooe an average value at

1900 Ati for the compressve strevgth. %dos lattor figure aw be too
didin soI=ce the rabble bad already been subjected to a brosidi strass.

The following is a Sloewery of the Vabols used In the tables:

z-U nergel Penetration issmwed In inces.o

X a predicted cown" penetration colemiated *aR the
I American formia of pars. 2 and the correction

factors at the figure on pop b

zu predicted normnl penetration mlnla~aed fram the
2 British formula of pars. 3 and the COrrection

factors of the figuroses bn~

z a predicted normal penetration caiwalated from ths
3 Ameican fornula of Pams. It wM 5 and the

correction factrs of the figure an Mee b

s*W amsmrd Penetration cowrectel for a'snonl
incidence, io calibers.

Inoloser. 114, hP 3 9



(z) 2 if 0 2,

z - 1 If 24 s.

Taimpact vejoat~y in thoussads of feet per second.

* a aigi. of impact In deases (aceurs 10%).

V aveigh of bca I ioupnt.

A£ caliber of bomb In Im m) Ps.

11 a radlius of best-fittizig tangent ogive in calibers.

al ac go" Wps factor = 0.72 + 0.a2/iM'&
I a O(gz')/(1d0 ' 2 V1* V 1.8 the puntail9o

conwete oao.|late. from the formul at para. 49
for te plot in "Sation.

I* &"arage value ot the pessstrabilt of earget using anl
drops that made rocogsabl. cratiers Is 2.8; if all dropn with
penetrabilit~es below 1.0 and abve 4&.0 we ecluded (AP # 2,o b1

3? ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 8) #31I. s9b9,n isf) this d rop*s';*
2T 1oltrast to this,. the fornic of para. 5 Yw'edicts a Peetaste.

fld Ma #mIl 96 97 &W DLMW # .

bilitof 3.13, if the concrete sr.sfttb of 370 Ulm- is sedi, and
3.00 if the figure Of 4W0 k9/i 2 is used- Clearlr It Is csawaftry t
fiat a mare mstortn formUl for p,0strabity than the m given
Iwo. A possible source of error In pstratIo data of this report
Is tkot matt of the bits usedvere bobe that broke up. ftip ii l.des.
the lss, bause the tall wut, w i s about ofe-,futh the
woi~t of the bub, drops off at npe time dwiwi the Impact hA Is of
no fur•te ai. were, this effect Is ot Calculab,; aln that Ma n
be uuid io that the p tnftrabi aty ubdild be i rdter.

f0 9. MW unassisted DISDP s Just r 4the ecobbip o limit at
hp. Akeodizg to the Wemo pons pMbI the •inmta thiOWOsS
that can be sbbed t I given rt

0a. ý2. 6 +1.131X.

lor a Penetrationtm of D n-6 , the shub limit is :040-96 the tbichnss
Sof thaler•gt ro tm.

10. in the me rdtereoe, the relation for the m thiVaknes

*indncomrg 14. fe 4 295
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perforable in taua of penetration is

• a 1.23 d + 1.07 x.

For the unassisted Disnas, this gives a perforation limit of 12,-lO1
for an average penetration of 104-61. This is in accord with the
Heligoland Diunems, which perforated the 10 foot roof every time, Wnd
also in awood with the large Disnes which never perforated. The
assisted Disneys of Farge which stopped in the roof have an ae
penetration of 13°-104, and for this the perforation limit is 16f-
In the case of the Amasonse the average peontration, while not as
accurately known, is 111-21; the corresponding perforation limit is
156-100. These figures agree wdth the perforations by Disne•s and
Amaxons at Farge.

11. An Imediately obvious phencmenon is the J-iug of the
trajectory in concrete; the nose of the bomb twrns up in penetration,
and the bomb tends to line up with the back side of the crater. This
can be seen particularly in the Disny crater profiles (Inclosure 9),
and in the denting of the other bombs. This turning arises becanse the
resistance to penetration Is not along the axis of the bcabo but above
it. The consequent turning omnt slaps the bomb apinst the back side
of the crater, cmsirg denting, beding and breakup. This does not
happen in normal incidence, hence a design theory of bombs should conp-
sider them not as axially loaded columns, but as colouns with a no--
axial load and a further force perpendicular to the axis applied at a
peint towards the rear of the bomb. The same holds true of a bmb
mrgizW from a concrete slab., except that the directions of the turning

moments are reversed.

(1) A complete bibliograpby of American work on this robject is given
in Final !Mt on Coacrete Penetration, by R.A. Beth, MW BRport No.

(2) W apon Dta ire, Imat and k sif C D no.6053 , 7al
3111ttin, Slitieber 1945. Confidential.

(3) Soe (1).

(4) Ballistic Tests on Concrete Slabs. Tables of Data, ='D Interim
•rit N. 2, Apendix A, y J.G. Stipe, Jr., U. Plms. J.T.

Pittenger and R. J. Hanesn. June 1944. Uncdssmitied.

(5) Ballistic T•ets on Concrete Slabs. CWD Interim Report No. 28, by
J.G. Stipe, Jr., .E. DeRus, J•T, Pittenger and R. J. Hansen.
Jun 1�W. Unclassified.

(6) See (2).
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THE D-9 BACKLE

I. Previous Tests:

The D-9 shaokle was tested in Project Nos. 1-45-43 and 1-45-63,
and was found to be unsatisfactory. The shaokle was modified by Air
Material Comnd, by installing a *Kioker* link connecting the shackle
reloauso arm to the looking hook amr. Only two bombs were released
Z'ron each of two modified shackles on the above teete. One shackle
released satisfactorily two 12,000-lb bobs, and the second shaokle
satisfactorily released o3 12.000-lb and one 22,000-lb bomb.

2. Present Tests

The modified shackle was used for all 26 large bombs released
from Project Ruby B-29 airplanes. Of these 26 releases there wore only
three shaokle malfunctions. One 12,000-lb (T10) Tall Boy was droppad
with one malfunction. Nine 22,000-lb (T1L) Grand Slams were dropped
with no Lalfunotions. Sixteen 22,000-lb (T28) Amasons were dropped
with two malfunotions.

a. Tall Boy Dropsj

The malfunction of the Tall Boy release was due to the
improper position of the A-4 release in relation to the shackle.
When changing the bomb load from a Grand Slam to a Tall Boy, the angle
of the shackle changes due to the differenoe in bomb diameter and the
position of the A-4 release must be changed to accommodate the change
in the shackle position. In loading the Tall Boy the A-4 release was
not repositioned. Therefore, when trying to release the bemb it would
not drop because the shackle release and arming levers had slipped out
of the A-4 release.. This malfunction is chargeable strictly to per-
sonnel error.

b. Amazon Dropes

The two malfunotions occurring while carrying the 22,000-
lb Amazons were the result of the A-4 release failing to trip the re-
lease lever of the shacklo. This failure ws evidently caused by the
inability of the A-4 release to provide enough force to overoco the
additional load caused by the 22,000-lb Ama on. the Grand Slan is 46
inches in diameter whila the Amason is only 38 inches in diaamter,
althceuh they both weigh 22,000 pounds. Beoause of this difference
in disam•ters the shackle m eS a greater angle with the vertioal wbhn
supporting the Amaxon, resulting in a larger load factor for the ".ok-
le. This increase in load in apparently enough to ovorloa-. the shaokle ,
and cause a hang up due to friotional resistamneo Te '4ond hang up
was on a shaokle that had previously dropped fto Ausons. This Is
very simlear to what happened on the originl D-9 shackle when droppingSGrand ams an Project No. 1-45-46.

o e 15m, Page I .a" A
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The D-9 shackle was not used for arming the bomb6 at any time. A

Ieptrte A-2 arming control was used.

3. Conolusions:

a. It is concluded that:

(1) The modified D-9 shaokle is satisfactory for oarry-
ing and releasing the 12,000-lb (TlO) Tall Boy or
the 22,000-lb (TI1) Grand Slam bomb&

(2) The modified D-9 shackle is not satisfactory for
releasing the 22,000-lb (T26) Amazon bomb.
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T723 FUZZ REPORT.

1. Ton of the 34 Amazon bombs dropped at Fargo were fitted with
T723 'Wail fuzes. Each bomb contained one fuse from Lot PAI-?T&365
(empty fuze with metnal parts only), one fuze from Lot PAE-T46-366
(loaded detonator and booster leads), and one fuze from Lot PAZ-T46-367
(loaded delay elements only), Each bomb was fitted with three adapter
boosters from Lot PAZ-T46-368, containing inert pellets. The fuzes
were dropped unarmed to determine whether they would stand up against

Sconcrete when dropped from 3.7,500 feet altitude. Three fuzes were
recovered from Plot No. 100, three from Plot No. 107, and two from
Plot No. 109 and these were sent to Picatinny Arsenal for examination.
The following paragraphs from 2nd Indorsement Picatinny Arsenal to
Chief of Ordnance, 23 September 1946, 0.0. 471.82/301(C), ORDB 471.82/
2299, contain a report of examination of the above fuses.

a. "Eight Bomb Tail Fuzes, T723, were received from the Ruby
Project, Farge, Germany. Two fuzes are of Lot PAI-T46-365, three fuzes
are of Lot PAE-T46-366 and three fuzes are of Lot PA-T46"-367. Fuzes
as they were received are shown on Photographs No*. M-32355 and
M-32356, copies of which are inclosed (pages 3 and 4). Results of
examination of the recovered fuzes are as follows:

-Fu(1) X. 1. This fuse is of Lot PA-T46-367. It
apparently withstood impact, since the primer-
detonator had not fired and the rotor was in the mafe
position. The primer-detonator was tested but failed
because of inability of the M39 Special Primer to

ignite the delay composition. A new M39 Special
Primer was assembled and the primer-detonator was
retested. A delay time of 12.72 seconds was obtained.

(2) Fuze NQ. 2L This fuze is of Lot PA-T46-365. It
withstood ipact, as examination revealed that the
inert priaer-c tonator was undamaged and that the
inert rotor was in the safe position.

(3) Liz@ NQ, 3) This fuse is of Lot PAE-T46-367. It did
not withstand impact, probably because of weakness of
the bomb. The examination revealed that the fuse
bod was crushed by side impact. The U39 Special

:4"I Primer was squeesed into an oval shape and apparently
fired by the squeesing action. The rotor cavity was
wiped off. No rotor was received with fuse. Pboto-
graph No. Z-32356/19 page 5, show the fuse body
after mechanical sectioning. The remains of the T32
Adapter indicate that the 22,000-lb. bomb, in which
the fuse was asisble. did not withstand impact.

I Inclosure 16, page 1. 305
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(4) Fuze No. 4. This fuzb is of Lot PAE-T46-367. The
fuse apparently withstood impact. Primer-detonator
was removed and fired at a delay of 12.8 seconds.
The rotor was in the safe position.

(5) faze No. 5. This fuze is of Lot PAE-T46-366. The

fuze appartntly withstood impact. The inert primer-
detonator was not damaged. The rotor was in the safe
position. The detonator and tetryl lead were not
fired.

(6) Fue ,No. 6. This fuze was of Lot PAE-T46b-366. That
portion of the Adapter Booster containing the tetryl
charge (booster cup) was not received with the fuze.
Examination indica:es that set-forward caused a
tension break at the booster cup threads. The inert
primer-detonator was not damaged. The rotor had not
armed. Neither the Detonator nor tetryl lead had
fired.

(7) Fuze No. 7. This fuse is of Lot PAE-T46-365. This
fuze withstood impact. The inert primer-detonator
was not damaged. The rotor was in the stfe position.

(8) FuZe No. 8.- This fuse was of Lot PAFP-T46-366. The
fuze withstood impact, The inert primer-detonator was
not damaged. The rotor was in the safe position.
Neither the detonator nor the tetryl lead was fired.

b. Nine primer-detonators for the '1723 Fuze which were loaded
at the same time as those which were received from the Ruby Project
were tested for comparison. During tests, two primer failures were
obtained. The primer-detonators both fired on retests when fresh
primers were used. The delay times obtained in seconds are: 13.25,
12.73, 13.11s 13.22, 13.18, 13.15, 13.10, 12.96, and 13.53. Because
of the failures of the M39 Special Primer to igrite the delay powder,
an investigation is being conducted.

c. Preliminary results of the investigation indicate that
M2 Primers which also use the No. 793 oemi-•g•less mixture are erratic.
Measurements of the duration of the flash show that in fresh primers
it varies fram .004 second to over .100 seeond with an average duration
of .023 second. After ner month's steorage at 65•C, the everage duration
is .006 second. Coaparison tests with the New No. 4 Primers for dur-
ation of flash indicates an average of .002 second with fresh primers.
After atorage for thirteen days at 65eC, the average duration of flash
rises to .007 second. Primer failures are obtained with the New No.
4 Primer after storage at 656C for one month."

Inclosure 16, page 2. 306
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